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ABSTRACT

Oxidation of a flat aluminum (111) surface and the reactive wetting of the aluminum (Al)
droplet on a flat alumina ( -Al 2 O 3 ) surface are investigated by using parallel moleculardynamics simulations with dynamic charge transfer among atoms on a microscopic length scale.
The interatomic potential, based on the formalism of Streitz and Mintmire, allows atoms to vary
their charges dynamically between anions and cations, when atoms move and their local
environment is altered.
We investigate the oxidation thickness as a function of time and the oxygen density
which is 10-40 times that of the normal state (1 atm and 300 K). Stable amorphous oxide scales
form around 51 Å at 4.42 ns, 2.862 ns, and 2.524 ns, respectively, and molecular oxygen density
10-40 times the normal state. We also study structural correlations in the resulting final oxide
scale. The structure of final oxide scales depend on depth, where density of aluminum (Al) and
oxygen (O) atoms change.
Reactive wetting of aluminum nanodroplet on alumina surface is also studied using
parallel MD. We study heat transfer, diffusion within droplet, and the structure of the intermetallic phases in the liquid-solid interface.

Oxygen (O) atoms diffuse into the spherical

aluminum (Al) droplet and form an interface between the flat solid substrate and the Al droplet.
This diffusion of oxygen atoms may be the main source of adhesion between the Al drop and the
flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate. The temperature in the flat

-Al 2 O 3 bulk substrate rises from 0K to

200 K at the end of the simulation, 8.5 ps, but the temperature becomes much higher at the
reactive interface. We have examined which oxygen atoms from the substrate participate in the
wetting

and

the

formation

of

a

solder

x

joint

at

the

Al/ -Al 2 O 3

interface.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In many cases, the basic understanding of the materials properties requires knowledge of
microscopic level information.
experimental tools.

This information is often not easily accessible by existing

This makes computer experiments a very valuable tool in obtaining

microscopically resolved information on materials. Nowadays, the Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations are successfully applied to a wide range of problems in different field, including
solid state physics, chemistry, material sciences, biology.

For example, in computational

materials science, the MD method is used to model, understand and predict materials properties.
Results are used to guide experimentalists toward the design of new materials. Thus, the MD
method plays a very important role in investigating materials, successfully complementing
experimental and theoretical methods. Computer experiment (MD simulation) serves as a bridge
between the experiment and theory. In a computer experiment, a potential model is provided by
the theorist, and then calculations are carried out by the machine following a recipe based on a
physical potentials model.
MD simulations provide picture of microscopic behavior under controlled conditions.
Statistical mechanics provides the mathematical link between the microscopic behavior and
macroscopic properties (thermodynamics).

Very often MD simulations can reproduce the

experimental conditions in such detail that computer results can be compared directly to
experimental results. Consequently, MD simulation becomes an extremely powerful tool in
understanding and interpreting the experimental results on the microscopic level, as well as
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studying materials under extreme conditions such as high temperature or pressure which may not
be accessible experimentally, or those which are prohibitively expensive to perform.
Interatomic potentials are at the heart of the MD simulation method.

In the past,

interactions were obtained by two-body potentials, with simple analytical form, such as LennardJones potential [1, 2], for simple one species systems. Today, the most accurate potentials
contain many-body terms and are determined numerically by first-principle methods. In its
nature, MD is a deterministic technique which tracks each individual particle motion in the phase
space by integrating the Newton's equations of motion of atoms, with each atom being
considered as a point mass object. In the MD method, given the initial set of positions and
velocities, at a certain phase point Γ(r N (t = 0 ) , pN (t = 0)), the subsequent time evolution of the
positions and the velocities are calculated by integrating their equations of motion in a discrete
fashion, using the discrete time step ∆t [2-5]. Usually, atoms ranging from 10 3 to 10 9 are
involved in the simulations, with time values ranging from 10 3 ∆t to 10 6 ∆t. The maximum
number of simulated atoms depends on the complexity of the problem and on the computational
available resources, such as the speed and storage limitation of the computers.
The main themes of this dissertation are the modeling of oxidation dynamics of flat
aluminum (111) and of reactive wetting in aluminum/alumina systems with MD approach based
on dynamic charge transfer among atoms. The oxidation kinetics, the role of oxygen pressure
during oxidation, structural correlations, investigation of the heat and mass transfer in the
reactive wetting are discussed in this dissertation.
Aluminum and alumina are two of the world's most widely used metals and ceramic
materials.

Aluminum oxide, being an important engineering ceramic, have been studied

intensively for many years because of its practical, commercial, and scientific importance. It is
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being used in a wide range of applications, such as structural and functional materials in
microelectronics, biomedical, and mechanical engineering: catalytic converters, thermal barriers,
corrosion protection, dental implants, etc. Moreover, Al-oxidation processes are extensively
employed in the technology for protection of materials against corrosion, and production of
engineering ceramics [6,7].

The desire to control the physical properties with oxidation

environment (the molecular oxygen densities) by tailoring the oxide-scale growth, morphology
of the interface, chemical composition and microstructure, has increased the interest in the
process of oxidation of bare Al metal surfaces in various application areas.
The Al-oxide scales have very good corrosion resistance, even at relatively high
temperatures (2,323 K). Thus, the oxide scale, with a thickness ranging from 3-6 nm, protects
the surface from further attack, inhibiting further corrosion. The oxide scale is predominantly
amorphous, comprised of the mixture of fourfold (AlO 4 tetrahedral) and sixfold (AlO 6
octahedral) coordinated Al sites, and is formed by electron transfer from Al to O atoms [8-12].
The metal oxides are poor electrical conductors since they have mostly ionic bonding between
the Al and O atoms, resulting in the aluminum oxide acting as an insulator [13].
The metal oxidation occurs whenever oxidizing gases, such as oxygen or water vapor,
attack a metal or alloy surface at low or elevated temperature, and the chemical reactions take
place. Aluminum oxidizes readily in the air and forms stable oxide scale on the Al surface. The
reaction rate of the oxidation process depends on temperature, molecular oxygen pressure,
elapsed time of reaction, surface preparation, pretreatment of the materials, etc. The growth of
oxide scales, their structure, chemical and physical properties, may be controlled by these
parameters.

Studies of reaction rates and kinetics provide valuable information about the

reaction mechanism and the rate-limiting step of the total reactions [14-16].
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In order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the kinetics of oxidation reactions,
the oxide characteristics, and the mechanism of oxidation, it is necessary to study the oxidation
process by various techniques. The thickness of the oxide scale and kinetics of oxide formation
have been estimated from the change in thermogravimetric measurements of the weight of the
metal change during oxidation. In the oxidation of a metal, oxygen molecules adhere to the
metal surface, and the metal sample continuously increases in weight during the reaction.
Oxidation rates and kinetics of the oxidation process are continuously measured by the change in
weight of a metal specimen, as its reacts with oxygen. Volumetric and manometric methods are
used to determine the reaction rates, based upon the degree of the consumption of the oxygen
during oxidation.

The oxygen consumption is followed by measurements of the oxygen

concentration in the gas phase, before and after the reaction.

Identification and structural

investigations of the reaction products are made by means of x-ray and electron diffraction
techniques [14].
A model featuring this limiting-thickness behavior of the oxide-scale growth kinetics was
first proposed by Mott and Cabrera [17,18]. The formation of oxides on the surfaces of metals is
a result of the chemical reactions with the oxygen on a metal, taking place at elevated
temperatures. According to the kinetic gas theory, the rate of impingement ( kimp ) of oxygen
molecules is given by [14]
kimp =

pO2

(1.1)

2pmk BT

where pO 2 denotes the oxygen pressure, m is the mass of the oxygen molecule, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. At specific oxygen pressures, the number of gas molecules impinging on
the surface of target material will decrease with the temperature, while diffusion processes or
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chemical reactions will increase exponentially with the temperature. The conditions, under
which adsorption is rate-governing, are dependent on both the temperature and oxygen pressure.
In his experiment, Canney [8,19] observed that the thickness of the aluminum oxide layer
increases as the oxygen molecular densities are increased.
There is an extensive experimental evidence that the inward diffusion of oxygen atoms
along the Al-oxide ( Al 2 O3 ) scale is the dominant transport process governing the Al-oxide scale
growth [20]. On the other hand, growth of a thin Al-oxide scale appears to be controlled
primarily by the outward diffusion of aluminum atoms, in contrast to the inward diffusion of
oxygen atoms, controlling the thick scale growth. In general, both metal and oxygen species are
mobile in the oxide scale. Each species migrates to the opposite boundary of the oxide scale,
thus, enlarging the oxide scale [8, 14-22].
From gravimetric studies of the kinetics of polycrystalline Al substrate oxidation, in the
range of T=330-400 K, and at constant pressure, it was concluded that the oxidation starts with a
very fast initial oxide-scale growth step, which completes its formation in less than a minute
[23].
Joints between a metal and ceramic are becoming increasingly important in the
manufacturing of wide variety of technological product. Wetting is one of the techniques to join
the metal/ceramic or metal/metal contacts. Applications of alumina ceramics can be greatly
enhanced and fabrication costs reduced, if safe joining techniques are developed.

The

production of reliable metal-ceramics joints is a well-known challenge, which often requires
quite advanced metal-ceramic joining techniques, such as wetting. Consequently, predicting the
wettability at metal-ceramic interface is becoming increasingly important due to the advent of
modern composite materials [24]. Aluminum wetting on the
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-Al 2 O 3 normally involves a

partially oxide metallic substrate. The combinations of Al and

-Al 2 O 3 may provide ceramic

matrix or metal matrix composite materials with improved mechanical properties [25].

In

general, highly ionic ceramics should be difficult to wet since their electrons are tightly bound
and, therefore, this leads to the high chemical stability of the ceramics, such as

-Al 2 O 3 [26].

Most of these joining techniques are based on creating stable chemical interfaces between
metal and ceramic components. Such joining processes are controlled by the conditions of
wetting and adhesion.

Ceramic/metal systems are much more stable chemically than the

metal/metal systems [27]. Therefore, the reactivity at the metal/ceramic interface is usually quite
low, generating only a small amount of reaction products. For example, in the case of the
wetting of

-Al 2 O 3 by molten Al, the solubility limit of oxygen in the Al droplet is very small

[28].
Metal (Al)/ceramic ( -Al 2 O 3 ) interface chemical reactions proceed quickly after
physical contact between solid and liquid phases is established, because Al has very high
reactivity. To make a good physical contact between the metal and the ceramic, the metal is
usually melted and then placed on the substrate, allowing for a free flow over the ceramic
surface. When the liquid metal spreads over the surface, it fills in all the narrow gaps between
the ceramic components. In the drop spreading (the liquid metal on a ceramic substrate), inter
diffusion may result in partial dissolution of the substrate, finally leading to the formation of a
continuous layer [28, 29].
Metals are known to wet ceramics essentially by chemical bond formation [24, 26]. Mass
transport (diffusion of the chemical species) at the metal/ceramic interface plays an important
role in the wetting process, which is also referred to as reactive wetting [25]. In the reactive
wetting, chemical reactions and diffusion usually occur in a very narrow region, where the two
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materials join together. So chemical reactions occur when there is mass and charge transfer
across an interface, as metal and ceramic are brought into contact, and this often leads to the
formation of interfacial reaction layers, with properties that substantially differ from those of
either the metal or ceramic components.

The physical and chemical properties change

dramatically at the interface of the two materials. Such reactions are important in adhesion,
further decreasing the interfacial energy of a metal/ceramic interface subsequent to chemical
bonding.
The wetting of ceramics by metals is the key driving force in metal-ceramic joining
processes. The driving force for the formation of a metal/ceramic interface is the decrease in
free energy that occurs when intimate contact is established between the metal and ceramic
surface. These driving forces are responsible for the dissolution of alumina ( -Al 2 O 3 ), which
occurs as an attempt of the system to balance the chemical potentials at the interface [26, 30].
Aksay [31] initially proposed that the main contribution to the driving force of wetting is the
change in Gibbs free energy due to interfacial reactions between metal and ceramic. According
to them, when a reaction occurs at an interface, the free energy change per unit area per unit time
will enhance the wetting process. Consequently, an increase in the oxygen activity at the triple
junction region induces a chemical potential that determines the diffusivity of oxygen from the
triple junction towards the center of the drop.
Wettability is controlled by the addition of an active element, which promotes the
reaction between the liquid and the substrate. Therefore, reactive alloying elements improve
wettability [27, 32]. Attractive forces which are acting across the interface, where a reaction
between the mating surfaces and the resultant chemical bonds occurs, are responsible for wetting
[24]. Charge transfer allows ion pairs to form the solder joint layer across the interfaces. When
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the cations of the ceramic are soluble in the metal, dissolution of the ceramic from the interface
allows for ionic interaction between the dissolved cations and anions in the ceramic [28, 33, 34].
Relatively large amounts of oxygen atoms are measured in the Al droplet, in the region where
the Al droplet joins the

-Al 2 O 3 [28, 29]. The formation of an oxygen-rich liquid phase takes

place in the region adjacent to the two interfaces. Al having a higher affinity to oxygen occurs as
metal-oxygen clusters (AlO) rather than as free species. Recently, it was proposed that capillary
forces present at the interface of alumina with the liquid metal may determine the dissolution of
alumina [25, 28]. Swiler observed the formation of oxygen deficient reaction layer between the
liquid and the substrate [29].
Ceramic interface after wetting of metal, simple segregation of elements dissolved in the
metal may significantly affect the chemistry and structure of the metal/ceramic interface, leading
to changes in the mechanical behavior. Structural change around the wetting triple line was
observed in the Al/ -Al 2 O 3 reactive system by Nomura [34]. The radius and contact angle
changes of the droplet of metal on

-Al 2 O 3 were also measured continuously throughout the

wetting process.
The change of the shape of the Al liquid droplet and resultant motion of the triple
junction along the substrate are usually investigated during the reactive wetting process. The
sessile drop experiment with a liquid metal on a ceramic is frequently used to evaluate the
wettability and spreadability of liquid metals on ceramic substrates. Sessile drop experiments
have been used extensively to measure the liquid-solid contact angle (theta) from the liquid drop
shape as a function of the time. In a recent study by Levi et al. [28], it was shown that, the
contact angle of Al reactive liquid metal drop with sapphire ceramic substrate decreases with
time at constant temperature. The wettability of Al 2 O 3 single crystals by Al has also been
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investigated in the 933-1273 K temperature range by the sessile drop method. The contact angle
is seen to vary linearly with temperature in the range 933 to 1273 K [35].
Experimental studies of the reactive wetting process suggest that the reactive wetting in
metal-ceramic systems is highly sensitive to factors of microscopic nature, including the
chemical composition at the interface [36]. Therefore wetting is strongly influenced by the
working atmosphere and the presence of impurities. Presence of atmospheric air is expected to
give greater oxidation of particular metal and formation of a thicker oxide layer on the surface of
a liquid metal [27]. Also, the oxide layer on the liquid metal surface changes the wetting process
as well as the wettability. Liquid aluminum has an extremely high oxygen affinity, which makes
chemical reactions involving oxygen inevitable at the liquid aluminum ceramic interface. These
interfacial reactions may reduce the interfacial energy of solid ceramic and liquid metal.
This dissertation is organized into five chapters.

In Chapter 2, the main concepts

involving MD simulations are presented. Chapter 3 discusses the results from dynamics of
oxidation of flat Al (111). Chapter 4 presents the main results of this dissertation, parallel
molecular dynamics simulation of reactive wetting in metal/ceramic systems. Finally, Chapter 5
contains conclusions and a discussion of future research direction.
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CHAPTER 2

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

Molecular dynamics is a simulation technique which is used to study the physical and
chemical processes occurring in various systems at the atomic level. MD simulations have
important and interesting roles and give us an additional degree of freedom to increase our
understanding of nature. MD method requires the evaluation of the total potential energy of a
system of N atoms. The total potential energy is usually the sum of various interactions among
the atoms in the system. These terms are functions of atomic coordinate differences, such as the
interatomic distances between two atoms, bond angles among three atoms, or torsional angles
among four atoms. The realism of the simulation depends on the potential model's ability to
reproduce the behavior of the material being simulated. The MD simulation method is based on
the numerical integration of Newton's second law to compute the positions and velocities of each
individual atoms in the system as they change with time.
An MD simulation usually consists of the following steps:
a) construction of an interaction potential model that defines the microscopic description of the
system with a Hamiltonian or Lagrangian. b) initialization of positions and velocities. c)
calculation of force and molecular trajectories by using finite difference methods. d) analysis of
these trajectories to obtain macroscopic properties of the system.
2.1 Simulating in Different Ensembles
Thermodynamics defines the macroscopic properties of the system which can be
determined from the trajectories of the atom using statistical mechanics. It is an important issue
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to compare the simulation results with experimental observations. MD methods are used to
simulate different experimental conditions such as constant temperature, constant energy,
constant pressure, etc. These thermodynamic conditions correspond to ensemble (collection of
system) called microcanonical, canonical, and isobaric ensembles, respectively. It is possible to
simulate the different types of thermodynamic ensembles by introducing appropriate additional
degrees of freedom corresponding to a heat bath and a pressure bath. The desired temperature
and pressure then enter as parameters in the corresponding MD algorithm. The choice of the
particular ensemble is entirely a matter of simulation convenience.
2.1.1 The Microcanonical Ensemble
The microcanonical ensemble is easy to implement in MD simulations. This ensemble is
referenced as the NVE ensemble (particle number, N, volume, V, and energy, E, are constant
quantities). In other words, N particles in the system are interacting through a well-defined
potential function within the fixed volume, V, and at a constant total energy, E.

The

intermolecular potential function is usually represented by U(r N ). The notation r N represents
the set of vectors that locates the atomic positions. The set r N = {r1,r2 ,r3 ,...,rN} is determined
from the initial configuration of the system. In many MD simulations the total potential energy
is the sum of pair-wise interactions. Hence,
N

N

U = ∑ ∑ U(rij )

(2.1)

i =1 j=1

where U(rij ) is a (pair) potential energy function and rij = ri − rj is the scalar distance between
atoms i and j.
The NVE ensemble may be considered as the natural ensemble that is generated
automatically on solving Newton's equations of motion, where point-like interacting atoms are
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governed by classical mechanics derived from a Lagrangian or a Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian
describing the system of N particles is:
N

pi 2

∑ 2m

H (r p)

i 1

+ V({ri }) ,

(2.2)

i

where the mi are the particle masses, pi are the particle momenta, and ri are the particle positions.
V({ri}), the total pair potential energy, is given by
V ({ri} ) =

(

)

1 N N
∑ ∑ U ri − rj .
2 i =1 j=1

(2.3)

Consequently, the corresponding Hamilton equations of motion are
r˙i =

H
,
pi

p˙ i = −

H
.
ri

(2.4)

Newton's equation of motion can be written as:
m i˙r˙i = Fi

(2.5)

where Fi is the force acting on i th atom. It is obtained as the gradient of the potential function,
V. It is therefore a function of coordinate only and is the sum of forces due to all the other atoms
with which the ith atom interact. It is written as:
Fi = −

V(r1,r2 ,r3...,rN )
ri

.

(2.6)

To perform an MD simulation, we need to integrate the equations of motion numerically.
In other words, we have to solve 3N second-order ordinary differential equations with 6N initial
conditions, Γ{riN (t = 0),pNi (t = 0)}. In the absence of any time dependence, the Hamiltonian
becomes a constant of motion and generates the microcanonical ensemble: the total energy E(H)
is a sum of the kinetic energy and the potential energy, and is constant in time.
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2.1.2 Canonical Ensemble
To compare the simulations with experiments at fixed temperature, one might wish to
simulate the canonical ensemble. In this ensemble N, V, and a parameter corresponding to the
desired T are held fixed. A physical system, surrounded by a heat bath, has a distribution in
phase space that defines canonical ensemble. There is just thermal contact between the physical
system and heat bath so that energy transfer (heat) is allowed between these two systems with the
total energy of both system being fixed. The total energy of the physical system can fluctuate
but exchange of particles with heat bath is not allowed.

The heat bath is very large in

comparison with a physical system. The temperature of this physical system is fixed at T
because the effect of the heat transfer on the bath is negligibly small.
The canonical ensemble is simulated by scaling of the velocity of the particles by a heat
bath variable 's', which is an additional degree of freedom,
v ∗i = vis

(2.7)

where v ∗i is a real velocity of a particle, v i is a scaled velocity introduced for temperature
control. The kinetic and potential energies of the thermostat are
KE =

1  ds  2 ps2
Q
=
2  dt 
2Q

(2.8)

PE = (3N +1)k B Tlns

(2.9)

where Q is the fictitious mass of heat bath, kB is Boltzmann's constant, ps is thermostat
momentum, and T is the desired equilibrium temperature.
The Lagrangian used to simulate the canonical ensemble is [38, 39]
N

L=∑
i =1

pi2
ps 2
−
V({r
})
+
−(3N +1)k B Tlns .
i
2m is2
2Q

(2.10)

The equations of motions for particles and thermostat degrees of freedom are derived as:
13

mi

Q

d 2ri Fi 2 ds dri
= 2 −
s dt dt
dt 2 s

d2s
=
dt 2

(2.11)

(3N +1)k BT
 dr
smi  i  −
∑
dt
s
i =1
N

2

(2.12)

the total energy of the system
N

H=∑
i =1

pi2
ps 2
+
V({r
})
+
+ (3N +1)k B Tlns ,
i
2mis 2
2Q

(2.13)

begins constant in time. It can be proven that the system has the canonical distribution. The
total energy of the system, plus the thermostat, is conserved. In the canonical ensemble, the
control parameter is the temperature T.
2.2 Numerical Integrations for MD
The microscopic state of a system is defined by the atomic position, q, and momentum,
p; these can also be considered as coordinates in a phase space. For a system of N particles, this
space has 6N dimensions. A single point in phase space, denoted by Γ , describes the state of the
system. Γ(t) is defined as
Γ(t) = { r1(t),..., rN (t),p1 (t),..., pN (t)} .

(2.14)

MD simulations generate the trajectory of the system in the phase space by solving the
classical Newton's equation of motion.

Newton's equation gives us the 6-N first order

differential equations. These equations of motion can be solved numerically, given initial values
of the positions and velocities, using any standard finite-difference algorithm. Usually, the
solution is obtained at discrete points in time that is repeated by a fixed time step ∆ t. The
discrete time step ∆ t depends on the numerical integration method used and on the required
accuracy. In MD simulations, the discrete time step ( ∆ t) must be small enough to accurately
represent the simulated system's fastest characteristic oscillations. If the positions and velocities
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are known at time t, the finite difference algorithm gives the same quantities at a later time t+ ∆ t.
The positions and velocities of atoms, trajectory Γ(t), are evolved in time. The finite difference
methods allow us to discretize the equations of motion and solve them using appropriate initial
conditions. There are two popular finite difference algorithms used in MD simulation: predictor
and predictor-corrector methods.
In the predictor methods, the MD coordinates are updated from quantities that are either
calculated in the current step or that are known from previous steps (Verlet algorithm).
Predictor-corrector methods consist of three steps: prediction, force evaluation, and correction.
The new molecular coordinates x i (t + t) , velocities v i (t + t), and other derivatives are
predicted using Taylor expansion at t + t . Then the predicted coordinates are used to calculate
the value of the force at t + t . Finally, using these values, the initial prediction (Gear algorithm)
is corrected.
2.2.1 Verlet Methods
Verlet algorithm is the most common method of integrating the equations of motion in
the molecular dynamics [3]. The positions, ri (t), are expanded to third-order by a Taylor series
about a small time step t
1
1
2
3
ai (t)( t) + bi (t)( t) + ...
2
6

(2.15)

1
1
ri (t − t) = ri (t)− v i (t) t + a i (t)( t)2 − bi (t)( t) 3 + ...
2
6

(2.16)

ri (t + t) = ri (t)+ v i (t) t +

by adding equations (2.14) and (2.15)
ri (t + t) = 2ri (t)− ri (t − t)+ a i (t)( t)2 + O( t4 ) .

(2.17)

Equation (2.17) is known as Verlet's algorithm. By subtracting Eq. (2.15) from Eq. (2.16), the
velocity ( v i (t) ) is obtained as
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v i (t) =

ri (t + t) − ri (t − t)
.
2 t

(2.18)

The Verlet method is time reversible [40]. Energy converges even for long time steps.
2.2.2 Velocity-Verlet Algorithm
Velocity Verlet algorithm is mathematically identical to the original Verlet algorithm
which explicitly includes velocities [3, 41]. Positions and velocities at time t + t are shown in
the following equations,
ri (t + t) = ri (t)+ tv i (t)+
v i (t + t) = vi (t) +

1
( t) 2 ai (t)
2

1
t(a i (t) + a i (t + t)) .
2

(2.19)

(2.20)

Equations (2.20) is decomposed into two step. First,
v i (t +

1
t
) = v i (t) + tai (t)
2
2

(2.21)

is calculated and then by using this result,
v i (t + t) = vi (t +

t 1
) + ta i (t + t)
2
2

(2.22)

is calculated. The Velocity-Verlet algorithm has the advantage that the calculations of the
velocities are synchronized with the calculation of position.
2.2.3 Gear Algorithm
There are many possible predictor corrector algorithms but only the Gear algorithm is
used routinely in molecular dynamics [3, 42]. Initially, the molecular positions ri at time t+ t
are predicted by using a fifth-order Taylor series and then, at other times, derivatives, a i
(velocities), b i (acceleration), c i , and d i are the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, derivatives based on their
position, are also predicted at time t+ t in the same way:
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rip (t + t) = ri (t) + vi (t) t +

1
1
1
1
ai (t) t2 + bi (t) t 3 + c i (t) t 4 + di (t) t 5
3!
4!
5!
2!

v pi (t + t) = v i (t) + ai (t) t +

1
1
1
bi (t) t 2 + c i (t) t 3 + di (t) t 4
3!
4!
2!

a pi (t + t) = a i (t) + bi (t) t +

1
1
c i (t) t 2 + di (t) t 3
3!
2!
(2.23)

bpi (t + t) = bi (t) + ci (t) t +

1
di (t) t 2
2!

c i (t + t) = c i (t) + d i (t) t
p

dpi (t + t) = d i (t)
The force Fi(t+ t ) is computed on each atom by using the predicted positions rip (t + t) . This in
turn gives the accelerations a ci (t + t) which are called corrected (true) accelerations.

The

difference between the corrected acceleration and predicted acceleration is called errors signal,
ai (t + t) = aci (t + t) − a pi (t + t) .

(2.24)

All predicted position and their derivatives are corrected by adding this errors signal to obtain the
correct quantities:
ric (t + t) = rip(t + t) + c0 ai (t + t)
v i (t + t) = vpi (t + t) + c 1 a i (t + t)
c

a ci (t + t) = api (t + t) + c 2 a i (t + t)
(2.25)
bci (t + t) = bpi (t + t) + c3 ai (t + t)
c ci (t + t) = c pi (t + t) + c 4 a i (t + t)
dci (t + t) = dpi (t + t) + c5 a i (t + t)
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The coefficients c i are constant and determined numerically to achieve the best stability and
accuracy of the algorithm.
2.3 Initial and Periodic Boundary Conditions
In order to solve the ordinary differential equations (MD equations), we need to know
the initial condition for the position (3N) and the velocity (3N) of each atom in each dimension
in the phase space. Initial positions are usually defined on a certain regular crystal structure
where small random displacements are added to the lattice positions. The initial velocities are
randomly assigned from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a given simulation temperature
and then these velocities are scaled to yield zero total linear momentum. Alternatively, the
Maxwell distribution can be assigned directly from the Box Muller procedure [43].
Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) are the most convenient choice to eliminate
surface effects in order to study bulk properties in MD simulation. PBC are implemented as
follows: The MD simulation box of length L ( L x , L y , L z each direction) containing a
simulation of N particles, which is called original box or primary cell, is repeated periodically
throughout space to construct an infinite lattice. These replicas are called image cells. Each
replicate of the MD box in space contains the same number of particles with the same relative
position and corresponding velocities. As a particle moves in the original box, all its periodic
images move in exactly the same way (see Figure 2.1). In other words, if a particle in the
original box leaves then its periodic images in the neighboring boxes enters the opposite face.
Changes in the original box is matched exactly in the other replicated boxes. So the original box
behaves as if there is no wall at the boundary. Consequently, surface effects are eliminated.
Each particle in the original box interacts with all other particles, as well as their images in the
replicated boxes.
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Ly

Lx
Figure 2.1. Periodic Boundary Conditions in 2 dimensions. When an atom leaves from
the original simulation box (shaded), it enters the opposite face of the simulation box.
All image of the atom in their replicas move as in the original simulation box.
2.4 Short Range Intermolecular Potential
The potential energy function of the system depends on the position of the atoms. In the
MD simulation, the most time consuming part of the simulation is the computation of the forces,
between all pairs of atoms in the system, yielding O( N 2 ) interactions. Therefore, to improve
performance, the cutoff radius ( rc ) is introduced in the MD simulation to reduce the calculation
of the short-range forces. Short range forces are calculated every MD timestep only when the
distance between the pair of atoms is less than the cutoff radius rc . Neighbor list algorithm,
which is used to calculate the short-range potential contribution, reduces the amount of
calculation from O( N 2 ) to O(N).
In order to simulate molecules, the determination of the suitable potential function is very
important. The well-known Lennard-Jones potential [1, 2] is commonly used in the study of the
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structure and dynamics of inert (rare) monatomic gases such as Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. The pairwise potential function of the Lennard-Jones potential is expressed as
  12  6 
U( r) = 4   −   
r 
 r
where

and

(2.26)

are the energy and the length scale, respectively and r is the magnitude of the

intermolecular distance between the centers of atoms i and j. The energy minimum has the value
of - , which is called the well-depth of the interaction potential, and
These parameters,

and

is the collision diameter.

, are chosen to fit the physical properties of the material. The first

term, 1/r 12 , dominating at short distance, models the repulsion between atoms, when they are
brought very close to each other. The second term, 1/r 6 , dominating at large distance, models
the attractive part of potential.
The equation of motion can be non-dimensionalized by choosing

,

, and m as length,

energy, and mass scale, respectively (i.e measure the distance length in the units of
the units of m , energy in the units of

). The reduced formula is used for convenience. Typical

physical properties are listed [4]:

Quantity

Reduced Units

Time ( t )

t

Distance ( r )

r/

Potential ( U )

U/

Temperature (p)

Tk B/

Density ( )

, mass in

m/

3
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Short range pair interactions take account only neighbored particles up to a certain
distance (the cutoff radius rc ) for the mutual interactions between all the particles in the system.
In other words, the interactions between atoms, separated by greater than cutoff radius rc , are
ignored. This truncation causes a serious problem because the energy has a discontinuity at the
cutoff distance ( rc ). Whenever a particle pair crosses the cutoff distance, the energy makes a
little jump which introduces the error in energy conservation in the simulation. To avoid this
problem, and to make the potential and force continuous, the potential is shifted so that the
potential and forces vanish at the cutoff radius rc [2, 3, 4].


 dU(rij ) 
 U(rij ) − U(rc ) − (rij − rc )
 dr  rij = rc
U(rij ) = 
0


if rij ≤ rc
if rij > rc

(2.27)

The truncated potential energy function, U cor , is added to the total potential function in
order to correct the result of the total potential energy. The correction term is
∞

U cor = 2 N

∫ g(r)U(r)r dr
2

0

(2.28)

rc

where

0

is the number density of the particles in the system and g(r) is the pair distribution

function. The correction term is also necessary for the other quantities. For example, the
pressure P, in the long-range correction of the pressure is
Pc =

2

6 ∫

∞
rc

g(r)

U
4 r 3dr .
r

(2.29)
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2.5 Long Range Interactions
In the case of long range potentials, such as the Coulomb potential, due to periodic
boundary conditions, the interactions between all particles in the central cell and all images must
be taken into account. A particle would also interact with its own images. This leads to an
O(N 2 ) problem, which increases the computing time of the system for the large-scale simulation.
In order to decrease the amount of calculation for the long range potential systems, the Ewald
sum [3, 44-46]or Fast Multipole Method (FMM) can be used [47, 48].
The Ewald sum is the best technique for calculating long range (electrostatic) interactions
in bulk system with the periodic system conditions [45, 49]. The total electrostatic energy of the
system, with N particles in the MD box of size L, and all of its periodic images, can be expressed
as a pair-wise sum,
U=

q iq j
1 ∞ N N '
∑
∑
∑
2 n =0 i =1 j=1 ri − rj + n

(2.30)

where ri and rj are the position of the atomic charges q i and q j within the original box,
respectively. The translation vector is n = n1L x + n 2 L y + n 3Lz , where L x , L y , and L z are unit
length of the box and n 1, n 2 , and n 3 are integers. The interactions of the particle i with j are
calculated summing the interactions of i and j and all images of j due to periodic boundary
conditions. The particle 'i' also interacts with its own periodic images. The original box is
located at n=(0,0,0) which is called minimum image cell (central cell). The prime on the
summation indicates the omission of i=j when n=0. The lattice sum in equation (2.30) is
conditionally convergent, and depends on the order in which the summation is taken. In the
Ewald formula, the equation (2.30) is split into four different parts: real-space lattice sum,
Fourier-space lattice sum, self, and surface terms,
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U = Ureal + Urecip + U0 + Usurface

(2.31)

U real is the sum of short-range part of the interactions: each point charge in the system is
screened, with the spherical symmetric Gaussian charge distributions of opposite sign and the
same magnitude, which is centered on these point charges to neutralize these charge
distributions. This effectively screens the Coulomb interaction. The summation over point
charges becomes the summation of the interaction between charges plus the neutralizing
background distributions. The Gaussian charge distribution is given by [44-46, 49]

i

where

)3 e−

(ri ) = q i (

2 2

r

(2.32)

is called the width parameter of the Gaussian distribution, which is a positive

parameter, and r is the relative position to the center of distribution.
The Fourier-space lattice sum is obtained by solving Poisson's equation in a Gaussian
charge distribution of opposite sign to that chosen previously for each point charge.
The total electrostatic energy then has the following form:

U real =

U recip

Uo =

erfc( ri − rj − n )
1 ∞ N N '
qiqj
∑
∑
∑
2 n = 0 i =1 j=1
ri − rj − n

2
=
V

−

∞

∑

'

k= 0

1 − k 2/4
e
k2

2

2

N

∑q e
i =1

(2.33)

ik.ri

i

(2.34)

N

∑q
i =1

2
i

(2.35)
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where erf(x) and erfc(x) are the error and the complementary error functions respectively.
Erfc(x) = 1 − erf(x) = 1−

2

x

∫e

− u2

du decreases monotonically as x increases. V is the volume of

0

the simulation box. The reciprocal lattice vector k is defined as, k = 2 (

k1 k 2 k 3
, , ), where k1,
Lx L y L z

k2 , and k3 are integers. The lattice sums are therefore over the real (n) and reciprocal (k) space
vectors. In numerical implementation, truncations of the two (infinite) lattice sums have to be
done.
The simulation boxes are assumed to be surrounded by the medium of dielectric constant
and the particles are also assumed to interact with the surrounding medium. No correction is
required ( Usurface = 0) if the surrounding medium is a good conductor characterized by infinite
dielectric constant. If the surrounding medium is a vacuum, the following correction applies [3].
Usurface

2
=
3V

N

∑q r
i =1

2

(2.36)

i i

The rate of convergence of both the above sums is governed by

. In the real space the

potential energy and force calculations are truncated at r= rc . So it is important that

be chosen

so that contributions to the real space sum are negligible from terms with r> rc . If the measure of
the accuracy in the potential energy calculation is

, the real space sum is truncated at rc and is

given approximately by
 r 2

1 − c 
= e 2 
rc

(2.37)

The reciprocal sum is also evaluated by truncating it at some cutoff. A measure of the
accuracy of the reciprocal lattice sums then is:
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=

2
k

2
max

V

e −(k max /2

)2

(2.38)

where
k max ~

2 nmax
V

1
3

,

and kmax needs to be the largest k-vector considered in reciprocal space.
The real-space contributions are calculated with domain decomposition and linked-list
methods which scale O(N). The computation time for k-space calculation increases linearly as
the number of wave vectors increases where the certain number of wave vectors are included
[50, 51].
2.6 Splitting Method: Liouville Operator
An ensemble is a collection of points in phase space, Γ(t), satisfying the conditions of a
particular thermodynamic state. In other words, an ensemble characterizes the probabilities of all
microscopic states that are allowed within certain macroscopic constraints, and are represented
by a set of externally imposed macroscopic parameters [52]. Statistical average can be obtained
from set of particles:
A

ens

= Aexp = A(Γ(t = t fix )) = ∫ A(Γ) (Γ)dΓ

(2.39)

Γ

where A exp is an experimentally observed quantity,

(Γ) is the equilibrium probability

distribution function which is proportional to the probability that the (macro) state of the system
is Γ .

(Γ) depends on the system Hamiltonian and ensemble parameters,
(Γ) = f(H(Γ)).

(2.40)

The classical formulation of Liouville's equation in Cartesian coordinates for a system of
N particles can be written as
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f
+ iLf = 0
t

(2.41)

where f is a function that depends on all the coordinate and momenta of the N particles in the
system, L is called the Liouville operator and i = −1 ("i" is there as a matter of convention and
effect of making L a Hermitian operator). The Liouville operator can be expressed as [40]
iL =

3N



∑ x
.

.

i

+ pi

xi

i=1


= iL1 + iL 2 .
pi 

(2.42)

Equation (2.41) has the formal solution, if L is independent of time, t
f(t) = e iLt f(0)

(2.43)

which is the starting point for integration of the classical equation of motion. The classical
propagator, U(t) = e iLt or U1 (t) = e iL1 t and U 2 (t) = e iL2 t , is an operator, which is reversible in time
( U(− t) = U −1 (t)).
Applying the Trotter expansion to the classical propagator yields
P

e

iLt

=e

i(L1 + L2 )t

e i(L1 + L 2 )t ≈ e
where defining ∆t =

iL1

 iL1 t iL2 t iL1 t 
= lim e 2P e P e 2P 
P →∞


∆t
2

iL1

eiL2 ∆t e

∆t
2

+ O( ∆t 3 )

(2.44)

(2.45)

t
, for finite P is the number of time step that the interval t is broken into.
P

This is equivalent to
U(∆t) = U1 (

∆t
∆t
)U2 (∆t)U1( ) + O( ∆t 3 )
2
2

(2.46)

By applying this result in equation (2.43) to the initial starting state, f(0) , a new state at time ∆t
is generated.
f(∆t) = U1 (

∆t
∆t
)U2 (∆t)U1( )f(0)
2
2
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(2.47)

Using the property e

a

x

g(x) = g(x + a) (g is any function where a is independent of x) in equation

(2.45), the above equations can be rewritten by substituting L 1 and L 2 :
N

iL1 = ∑
i =1

pi
and iL 2 =
mi x i

N

∑F
i =1

i

pi

(2.48)

Then equation (2.48) is equivalent to
v i (t +

∆t
F (t) ∆t
) = v i (t) + i
2
mi 2

(2.49.a)

∆t
)∆t
2

(2.49.b)

∆t Fi (t + ∆t) ∆t
)+
mi
2
2

(2.49.c)

ri (t + ∆t) = ri (t) + vi (t +
compute Fi (t + ∆t) from ri (t + ∆t)
v i (t + ∆t) = vi (t +

which is the velocity-Verlet algorithm - where Fi (t) is the force at time t. These three steps are
called first half-kick, drift, and second half-kick, respectively.
Another algorithm may be derived by simply changing the definitions for L 1 → L 2 and
L 2 → L 1 . It is called the position Verlet algorithm. It is written as
ri (t +

∆t
∆t
) = ri (t) + v i (t)
2
2

v i (t + ∆t) = vi (t) +
ri (t + ∆t) = ri (t +

Fi (t +

(2.50.a)

∆t
)
2

(2.50.b)

mi

∆t
∆t
) + (v i (t) + v i (t + ∆t))
2
2

(2.50.c)

Both algorithms are symplectic, preserve the phase space volume and are also time
reversible [40, 53]. They tend to have much better energy conservation in the long run, implying
better numerical stability.
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2.6.1 Multiple Time Step Methods
The approach of the decomposition of the Liouville operator offers the opportunity for a
decomposition of time scales in the system. There are two different time scales present in the
system - short range and long range. The short range ( Fs ) means fast contribution to the force
and long range (Fl) means slow contribution to the force. Then the factorization may be written
in a way
iL = iLs + iL l

(2.51)

where
iLs = ∑ x˙ i
i

iL l = ∑ Fi l
i

x˙ i

+ Fis

(2.52)

pi

(3.53)

pi

by using the Trotter factorization to obtain
 t
 t


exp(iL s t)exp ∑ Fil
U lsl( t) = exp  ∑ Fil
2 i
2 i
pi 
pi 

(2.54)

We can then take the time step dt, and divide it into n parts,
U lsl(

n
 t
 t
 
t 

l

t) = exp
Fi
exp(iL s ) exp ∑ Fil
∑
2 i
pi  
n 
2 i
pi 

(2.55)

where the time increment is ∆t = n t .
The Trotter factorization is applied to the decomposition to the central term again;
n

 
t
exp (iLs t ) = exp iLs
n  
 

  t
 t

= exp  ∑ Fis
exp
  2n i
pi 
n

 t


∑ x˙ i x  exp 2n ∑ Fis p  
i
i
i
i 
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n

(2.56)

The idea behind this decomposition is that the long-range contributions to the forces are
computed, which are slowly varying components, only every n th timestep with a large time
interval.

Therefore, the force computation may be considerably speeded up in the n-1

intermediate force computation steps. An appropriate time step ∆ t for the slow part is larger
than a time step

t for the fast part. In other words, short range component to the forces is

calculated at every MD step and for many cases, the long-range component to the forces is
calculated at intervals of 5 and 10 steps. This separation may be often justified to stable results
of calculation of the total energy. The particles get a kick due to the slow components every n th
time step.
The fast and slow range potentials for two body potentials are often identified by
separating a distance-dependent force into short and long range piece, which is conveniently
done with a switching function in simulation. In other words, the switching function S(r) serves
to split the electrostatic potential into slow and fast parts:
V(2) (r) = Vl(2) (r) + Vs(2) (r)

(2.57)

where
(2)
(2)
Vs (r) = S(r)V (r),

Vl (r) = [1 − S(r)]V (r) ,
(2)

(2.58)

(2)

where the s and l denote short and long range respectively and S(r) is a switching function which
is defined as [40]
r < rs − w

1,

(r − rs + w) 2
S(r) = 1 +
, r − w < r < rs
2(r − rs )w − w 2 s

r > rs
0,
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(2.59)

For the multiple time step formalism, Vs would be calculated every time step, whereas Vl would
be calculated less frequently. Separating short and long range forces in a simulation must be
designed to maximize the efficiency of the multiple time step propagator while minimizing the
associated error.
2.7 The Minimum Image
Short range interactions take in account only neighboring particles up to the certain
distance rC , the cutoff radius, for the calculation of interactions, which are functions of the
interatomic distance between particles. If the interatomic distances between atoms are greater
than the rC cutoff distance, the interactions between them are neglected. So the interaction

Ly

Lx
Figure 2.2. Minimum Image Convention. The original simulation (MD) box with dark
color is surrounded by its replicated images. The atoms in the original simulation box
just interact with other atoms in the nearest images (blue color).
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potential is just evaluated with interatomic distances within the rC cutoff range. The box size (L)
must be larger than 2 rC along each Cartesian direction. The minimum image is defined in the
following matter. A particle i in the original box will interact with another particle j, which is in
the original box or in the nearest (surrounding) periodic image cells in Figure 2.2, within the rC
cutoff range. So, except for the nearest periodic image, other cells are not considered.
2.8 Linked Cells and Neighbor List
Linked cells [3,4] is a method applied for the short-range potentials which is particularly
suitable for the large systems. It reduces the number of unnecessary inter-atomic distance
calculations to decide the inter-atomic distance between all atomic pairs within cut-off (r c )
distance. The simulation MD box is divided (partitioned) into cells where the length of each cell
edge is slightly greater than the cut-off distance of the interaction potential. The atoms are
assigned to various cells, based on their atomic position in the MD box. In the 2-D case each
cell has eight neighbors, and in the 3-D case each cell has twenty-six neighbors if there are
periodic boundary conditions in all directions. This scheme ensures that the distance between an
atom i and an atom j in the same or nearest neighbor cell is calculated. Therefore other atoms
not in the same or the nearest neighboring cell are considered outside the interaction range. At
the beginning of the simulation, the identities of the each cell and its neighbors for each cell must
be specified. This process involves initializing an integer array "head" to zero and then head
particles are identified for each cell. Second integer array, linked-list, links particles which are in
the same cell. These head particles allow the access to the first item in the linked-list array and
then points to the next atom in the linked-list array until it points to value 0. Newton's third law
is also used to evaluate forces in a MD simulation, so only half the neighbors need to be
considered. This method evaluates the pair potential through looping over the cells using the
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linked-list of atoms rather than accessing the atom indices sequentially, so reducing the number
of unnecessary inter atomic distance calculations from a brute force calculation (N 2 ) to (N), and
thus providing considerable CPU savings. The linked list of cells is created during the sorting
procedure. All the atoms into their appropriate cells are updated every 5-20 MD time steps in the
simulation, depending on the mobility of the particles.
2.9 Evaluation of Physical Properties From MD Simulation
MD simulation provides phase-space trajectories, positions, and velocities of all
constituent atoms, at each molecular dynamics timestep in the system. According to statistical
physics, physical properties of the system are represented by averages over configurations
distributed according to the certain statistical ensemble [52]. The measurements of the physical
quantities in the simulation systems can be obtained from a microscopic set of particles over the
system trajectory by calculating time averages
A

time

= Aexp = A(Γ(t)) time

1
= lim
t →∞ t

t0 +t

∫ A(Γ(t))dt

(2.60)

t0

where ... represents the time average and A is the instantaneous value of the microscopic
property (such as temperature of the system),
A(t) = A(Γ(t)) = f(r1(t),...,rN (t),v1 (t),...,vN (t)).

(2.61)

In the MD simulations, the average A(t) is calculated as
A

time

1
=
N step

N step

∑ A(Γ )
t =1

(2.62)

t

where 'step' is an index which sum over from 1 to the total number of time steps, N step .
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2.9.1 Thermodynamic Quantities
The thermodynamic temperature can be obtained using the equipartition principle.
According to the equipartition principle, an average kinetic energy is kBT/2 per degree of
freedom, and each atom has three degrees of freedom. Thus, thermodynamic temperature is
simply obtained in terms of the average kinetic energy,
T=

2 E kin
3Nk B

(2.63)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, N is the number of atoms in the system, and E kin
represents the average kinetic energy.
In the microcanonical ensemble, the mean-square fluctuation of potential or the kinetic
energy, K, is to the specific heat, C V ( C V = ( E/ T)V , by
K2 =

3k B2 T 2  3Nk B 
1−
2 
2CV 

(2.64)

where T is the temperature corresponding to the system. In the canonical ensemble, the specific
heat can be derived from the fluctuation of total energy
CV =

E2
NkB T2

=

V2
3
kB +
2
Nk B T2

(2.65)

where T is the temperature of heat reservoir.
The thermodynamic pressure, Pij , can be obtained from the virial theorem
PijV = Nk BT +

1
3

N

N

i

j> i

∑ ∑ r .F
ij

(2.66)

ij

where N, V, and T are the number of particles, the volume, and the temperature of the system,
respectively. Fij is the force on atom i due to atoms j and rij is the vector between atoms i and
atoms j.
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2.9.2 Structural Correlations
The pair correlation function, g(r) , is the probability to find a pair a distance r apart.
Information of the local structure of the system, how atoms organize themselves around one
another, is obtained from the pair correlation function. The function is defined as

g (r1,r 2 ) =

where

and

V2
N N

∑∑

(r1 − ri ) (r2 − rj ) ,

(2.67)

i∈{ } j∈{ }
j ≠i

are the two atomic species in volume V, and N

,

(Ν=Nα+ Nβ) are the number of

atoms of each specie at the position r1 and r2 , respectively. The angle brackets denote the
ensemble average.
This function can be simplified if the system is transitionally invariant and isotropic. Pair
correlation function depends on the distance, r, between two atoms and the expression can be
averaged over all directions:

g (r) =

V
4 rN N
2

∑∑

i∈{ } j ∈{ }
j ≠i

(r − rij ) .

(2.68)

The pair correlation function carries the structure information of the system.
The total pair correlation distribution function is computed as:
g(r) =

∑c

c g (r) ,

(2.69)

,

where c

,

,c

=N

,

,

/N , are the concentrations of the species

or

, respectively.

The average number of particles at distance between r and r + ∆r , in discrete systems
with bins of finite width, for a given atom is
n

= 4 r 2 c g (r)r 2 ∆r

(2.70)
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The pair correlation function is easily computed during simulation. n (r) is first calculated and
then g (r) is obtained from Eq. (2.70) in MD simulation.
The coordination number for the average number species α up to a radius R is given by
N (R) =

4 N
V

∫

R

0

g (r′)r ′2dr ′ .

(2.71)

N (R) is the average number of particles of species

or

up to a radius R from an arbitrary

particle species α.
Experimentally, the pair-correlation function is related to the structure factor, S (q) in
reciprocal space, which can be extracted from diffraction experiments: x-ray or neutron
scattering. S (q) is derived from the space Fourier transform of the g (r) as
S (q) =

N
iqr 3
g (r)e d r
V∫

+ c c

(2.72)

where q is the scattering wave vector
∞

S (q) =

+4

c c

∫ [g

r dr
] sin(qr)
qr

(r) −1

0

2

(2.73)

and total static structure factor is given by
S(q) = ∑ (c c )1/2 S (q) .

(2.74)

,

2.9.3 Dynamic Correlations
The mean square displacement MSD of atoms in the simulation can be computed by
MSD = ri (t) − ri (0)

2

(2.75)

where ... denotes averaging over all possible position in time from the origin position of atoms,
r(t) − r(0) is the time dependent displacement of the given atom. The MSD contains information
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on the atomic diffusivity. If the system is liquid, MSD grows linearly with time where the slope
is called the diffusion coefficient D:
2
1
ri (t)− ri (0) .
t →∞ 6t

D = lim

(2.76)

2.10 Interatomic Potential for Al and Alumina
The highly reliable interaction scheme, called electrostatic plus (ES+) model, was
developed for the MD simulations by Streitz and Mintmire (1994) [54]. The interatomic
potential model, electrostatic (ES+) model, is used in the simulation which successfully
describes a wide range of physical properties of Al and Al 2 O3 , and it also includes the variable
charge transfer between the anions and the cations. Major advance of the electrostatic plus
(ES+) model (variable-charge methods) includes chemical reactions (bond formation and bond
breakage) in a molecular dynamics simulation such as oxidation of Al and the reactive wetting
of the Al droplet on the flat

-alumina substrate, etc. This method improves physical realism

of the simulated systems.

The electrostatic plus ES+model ( V(r,q) ) is the sum of an

electrostatic potential ( VES ) plus an embedded-atom potential ( VEAM ):
V(r,q) = VES (r,q) + VEAM (r) .

(2.77)

The electrostatic potential energy VES (r,q) is a function of atomic charges (valance) and
positions. It is given by the sum of the local atomic energies Vi (q i ) plus Coulombic pair
potential Vij (rij ;q i ,q j );
VES =

1

∑ V (q ) + 2 ∑ V (r ;q ,q
i

i

i

i≠j

ij

ij

i

j

).
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(2.78)

The local atomic potential energy Vi (q i ) of neutral atom i is expanded in terms of the partial
charge q i as a second-order Taylor expansion. By using the notation of Rappa and Goddard, it
is written as
Vi (q i ) = Vi (0) +

0
i

where the first derivative term,

qi +

i

1 0 2
jq
2 i i

(2.79)

, and the second derivative term [55], j i, correspond to local

atomic properties denoted as the electronegativity and hardness (self-Coulomb repulsion) [56],
respectively.
The Coulombic pair interaction is given by
Vij (rij ;q i ,q j ) = ∫ d 3r1 ∫ d3 r2

i

(r1,q i ) j (r2 ,q j )
.
r12

It depends on the atomic charge density distribution

i

(r1;q i ) and

(2.80)

j

(r2 ;q j ) around atom "i" and

"j" (including the nuclear point charge for the total charge q i and q j ). For purely mathematical
convenience,

i

(r1;q i ) is given in the form of a Slater-type 1s orbital
i

where

i

(r;q i ) = Ζ i (r − ri ) + (q i + Ζi )( i )exp(−2 i r − ri )

(2.81)

is decay length for atomic orbital and Z i is the effective core charge.

By using equation (2.78) and (2.79) for evaluating two-center Coulomb integrals [57], the
electrostatic potential energy is written as
VES =

∑q
i

+

i

0
i

+ ∑ q iZ i ( i (rij ) −
i≠j

ij

1
1
1
q 2i j0i + ∑ q iq j  +
∑
2 i
2 j≠ i
 rij

the short-range Coulomb interaction,
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(rij ))

ij


(rij )


(2.82)

(1 − )2
(2 + + i r)exp(−2 ir)
4r

ij (r) = −

(1 + )
(2 − + i r)exp(−2 i r)
4r

−
with

≡(

2
i

+

2
j

)/(

ij

2
i

−

(r) = −

2
j

(2.83)

) and short-range nuclear-attraction integral is

1 + jr
exp(−2 jr).
r

(2.84)

The Embedded-Atom method provides a powerful new technique for atomistic
simulation of metallic systems to form metallic and ionic bonding. The energy of each atom is
computed from the energy needed to embed the atom in the local-electron density by other
atoms of the metal. The total energy VEAM of atom i is written as

VEAM = ∑ F( i ) + ∑

ij

embedding energy

two-body term

i

(2.85)

(rij )

i< j

i

r
rij

j

i

i

Electron gas

where Fi ( i ) , embedding energy, is the energy to embed atom i into background electron
density

i

provided by its surrounding j atoms.
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The pair potential

ij

(rij ) describes

contributions (the core-core residual pair repulsion) between atom i and j separated by the
distance rij . The embedding energy form is proposed by Finnis and Sinclair [58]
Fi ( i ) = −A

i

(2.86)

i

where

i

is the local atomic electron density which is the electron density at atom i due to the

remaining atoms of system. The
i

(r) =

∑

is written as

i

[

]

*
exp − (rij − rj )

j

i≠ j

(2.87)

and the pair potential is given as

ij

(r) = 2

 ij

exp − (r − rij*) − Cij 1+ (r − rij* ) exp − (r − rij* )

 2

[

ij

] [

]

(2.88)

The electrostatic (ES+) model has been optimized to reasonably reproduce the bulk
structural and elastic properties of fcc aluminum and

-alumina. The atomic and pair potential

parameters in the ES+ potential are determined by fitting to experimental and first-principle
electronic structure calculations of lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic module. Optimized
ES+ potential parameters for aluminum and oxygen are given in Table 5.1:
Table 2.1 Optimized interatomic potential parameters for ES+model [54]
i

 0−1 
A
 

J(eV)

Ζ

A(eV)

Al

0.0

10.328655

0.968438

0.7446759

0.763905

0.147699

O

5.484763

14.035715

2.143957

0.0

2.116850

1.0

 0 −1 
A
 

 0 −1
A
 

3.365875

1.767488

Al-O

2.358570

O-O

2.005092

0

i-j

r* (A)

Al-Al

B(eV)

C(eV)

2.017519

0.075016

0.159472

4.233670

4.507976

0.154548

0.094594

8.389842

6.871329

1.693145

1.865072
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2.11 Variable Charge Method
In earlier MD simulations of materials, calculation of the total electrostatic potential
energy was carried out with each atomic charge fixed, electronic relaxation was neglected during
the MD simulations.

Atomistic simulations of chemical reactions in complex systems are

therefore one of the major challenges of MD simulations. They are carried out using the variable
charge scheme. This scheme allows the atomic charges to evolve in time, based on changes of
their local environment. Thus, the atomic charges are redistributed among the simulated atoms
such that global charge neutrality in the system is maintained. Redistribution of charge among
the simulated atoms is necessary to increase physical realism of MD simulation. In other words,
the variable-charge interatomic potential model includes both ionic and covalent effects so that it
can handle bond formation and bond breakage.

It is used to simulate complex physical

phenomena such as oxidation, wetting.
One such inter-atomic potential model, the ES+model, allows atomic charges to vary
dynamically in response to changes of their local environment. The set of optimized charges
{ q i } are determined, at each molecular dynamics step, by requiring that the electrostatic
potential energy ( VES ) be minimized with the charge neutrality constraint, e. the total charge of
the system must be zero [56, 59-61]. This minimization is equivalent to the equality of local
electrostatic potential,

i

i

. It can be written as:

VES
=
qi

=

i

+ ∑ Vijq i =

(2.89)

j

where Vij is the Coulombic interaction matrix and

i

is the atomic electronegativity. Equation

(2.89) is rearranged:

∑Vq

ij i

=

−

(2.90)

i

j
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and by using the constraint that the total charge must be zero:

∑ q = ∑V

−1
ij

i

i

( −

i

) =0.

(2.91)

j

The electrostatic chemical potential,
= ( ∑ Vij−1

i

i.j

, is determined :

)/( ∑ Vij−1 )

(2.92)

i,j

which is rewritten as

=

∑s
∑t

i

i

(2.93)
i

i

Equation (2.92) therefore involves the concurrent solution of two sets of unconstrained linear
equations:

∑Vs

=−

i

(2.94)

∑V t

= −1 .

(2.95)

ij i

j

ij i

j

By substitution of si and t i in equation (2.93) the solution of equation (2.93) is equivalent to:
qi = si − ti

(2.94)

Equations (2.94) and (2.95) are solved using conjugate gradient methods and their
solutions are substituted into Eq. (2.94) [62].
The repeated direct solution of the set of linear equations at every simulation step is
computationally expensive as it scales O(N 3 ) where N is the number of atoms in the simulation.
Computation of the matrix-vector multiplication,

∑Vq
ij

j

, is the most expensive part in the

j

variable charge scheme where Vij correspond to the long-range Coulomb interaction. To find the
minimum electrostatic energy, MPCG (multilevel preconditioned conjugate gradient) method
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using conjugate gradient techniques have been developed by Nakano [63] where Coulombinteraction matrix is split into the short plus the long range summation, Vij = Vs + Vl . This scheme
reduces the complexity of the algorithm to O(N) by using the Fast Multipole Method (FMM)
[47, 48] and iterative minimization approach. The charges determined at the previous MD steps
are used to initialize an iterative solution, reducing the number of iterations to O(1). The local
atomic charges that are calculated at each MD time step are used for calculating the forces and
energies.
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CHAPTER 3

DYNAMICS OF OXIDATION OF FLAT ALUMINUM (111)

Oxidation of the flat aluminum (111) surface is investigated using parallel moleculardynamics simulations with dynamic charge transfer among atoms. The present study focuses on
the relation between the oxide-scale growth kinetics and the evolution of the chemical
composition, by studying the structure of the developing oxide scale, as a function of the
molecular oxygen density which is 10, 20, and 40 times that of the normal state (1 atm and 300
K) and exposure time for Al (111) substrate. When Al (111) substrate is exposed to three
different oxygen molecular densities, the relations between the stoichiometry of the developing
Al oxide scale and the growth conditions are monitored. To this end, we calculate the structural
and dynamic correlations in the oxide region and the evolution of various quantities including
charge, surface oxide thickness, and diffusivities of atoms. This study focuses on:
1. The role of oxygen pressure during oxidation;
2. The oxidation kinetics;
3. The metal/oxide interface and oxide structure;
4. The atomic structure of the aluminum oxide layer and its dependence on oxygen pressure;
5. Oxide thickness, metal/oxide interfacial morphology as a function of time.
3.1 Methods
The interatomic potential, used to model the interaction between Al/O atoms, is a sum of
the electrostatic and embedded-atom potentials, which allows atomic charges to vary
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dynamically in response to changes in the local environment of the neighboring atoms. The
variable-charge approach determines atomic charges at each molecular dynamic step in such a
way that the electrostatic potential energy is minimized, with the charge-neutrality constraint,

∑

q i = 0 . This condition is equivalent to the electronegativity equalization principle which

i

requires that each atom, aluminum (Al) and oxygen (O), have an equal chemical potential. The
evaluation of the atomic charges at every simulation step requires, in general, O(N 3 ) operations,
where N is the total number of atoms in the system. The variable-charge molecular dynamics
method allows us to simulate the oxidation of metals, which include chemical reactions (bond
formation and bond breakage) in a molecular dynamics simulation with the chemical reaction, in
our case, the oxidation of Al. The long-range Coulomb interactions are calculated with the Fast
Multipole Method (FMM) developed by Greengard and Rokhlin, with truncated multipole
expansion for the potential field [47, 48]. The computational complexity of the FMM, for an N
particle system, reduces from O(N 2 ) to O(N) operations. A domain decomposition approach is
used to implement the MD algorithm on parallel architectures.
3.2 Schedule and Simulation of System
The initial configuration for oxidation of a flat aluminum (111) simulation is shown in
Fig 3.1. The aluminum (Al) lattice has a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, with lattice constant
a = 4.05 Å. The fcc structure can be viewed as an A-B-C stacking of three uniformly spaced
hexagonal layers in the (111) direction. The lateral size of the initial Al (111) slab, used in our
MD simulations, is 108.82 Å x109.12 Å, in the x and y directions and 70.1 Å thick in the z
direction, consisting of 50,156 aluminum atoms. This Al slab is placed at the bottom (z = 0 Å)
of the MD box of the same lateral dimensions and the depth of the system's top z = 112 Å.
Above the slab, molecular oxygen atoms are randomly placed, so as to maintain the constant
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oxygen density,

. We simulate three different molecular oxygen densities, that are

= 10, 20,

and 40 times that of the normal state (1 atm and 300 K). Periodic boundary conditions are
applied in the x and y directions to simulation cell. A repulsive potential is applied at z = 110 Å
to prevent the molecular oxygen atoms from escaping from the simulation cell in the z direction.

O2

z = 112 Å
Al (111)
Substrate

Frozen Layer
x = 108.82 Å

y = 109.12 Å

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustrating of the geometry of simulation cell, for studying Al (111)
oxidation for each of three different molecular oxygen densities.

The three (111) layers of Al at the bottom of the system are kept frozen in the simulation. The
kinetic energy of the other atoms, within the initial Al slab, is kept constant at T = 300 K using
Noose-Hoover thermostat chain [64]. The temperature of Al atoms located at distances z > 82 Å
and the oxygen atoms is not controlled. A the multiple time-scale method uses three different
force updating schedules for different force components. The MD time step is ∆t = 2 fs for
short-range forces and ∆t = 5 fs for long-range forces. The long-range Coulombic interaction is
handled with the fast multipole method (FMM) of Greengard and Rokhlin [47, 48]. New atomic
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charges are recalculated every 100 th time step, in such a way as to minimize the total electrostatic
potential energy.
3.3 Results-Dynamic of Oxide Growth
To study the effect of molecular oxygen density on the oxidation, an aluminum metal
slab with (111) surface is exposed to three different molecular oxygen densities at

= 10, 20,

and 40 times of the normal state, to form a stable amorphous oxide layer. The complex
interaction of oxygen with the aluminum surface lies at the heart of the oxidation process. At
the initial stages of oxidation, it requires a large supply of atomic oxygen, since the aluminum
has a great affinity for oxygen. The oxidation of aluminum proceeds rapidly in the early stages
of oxidation and is highly exothermic. The resulting oxide scale separates the aluminum surface
from the atmosphere and protects aluminum from further oxygen attack.

This chemically

passive oxidation layer behaves as a protective layer and is also called the passivation layer.
Figure 3.2 shows the evolution of oxidation in a perspective of an early stages, t = 20 ps (Fig
3.2a) and in the final stage, t = 2,524 ps, (Figure 3.2b). A wedge is cut from the system for
clearer visualization of total charge transfer from the Al atoms to O atoms, at the interface, when
time is 2,524 ps, and the thickness of oxidation layer is 51 Å.
To control the temperature of the system in the process of oxidation, we used the NoseHoover temperature control algorithm, applied to Al atoms, located within a range z ≤ 82 Å.
This Al slab temperature control mechanism prevents the system from overheating and melting,
which can occur because of the substitution temperature increase due to the exothermic chemical
reactions in the system. Figure 3.3 shows the evolution of temperature profiles, plotted along z
direction at t = 20 ps. The energy released from chemical reactions (Al-O bond formation) leads
to a dramatic increase in temperature in the surface region, for each molecular oxygen densities.
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(a)

(b)

I

II

III

Figure 3.2 Perspective view of the wedge cut shows the evolution of the oxidation of
aluminum (111) surface at molecular oxygen density 40 times the normal state at
different times: (a) 20 ps, and (b) 2,524 ps. The larger spheres correspond to oxygen
atoms and smaller spheres to aluminum atoms; color represents the sign and magnitude
of the charge on an individual atoms.
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The oxidation of the aluminum is initially highly intensive, with temperature rising from 300K to
3300 K in 20 ps, which depends on the number of chemical reaction occurring at the interface
region. Thermal energy is transported through the Al substrate and then total temperature
becomes T = 3300 K at the oxide scale after elapsed times of t = 20 ps. The temperature is then
decreased and becomes 700 K in the oxide scale after the initial stage.

Figure 3.3 Local temperature in the system is plotted along the z-direction at times t = 20
ps, as a function of oxygen pressure. Different curves show the temperature profiles for
three different oxygen pressure.

Figure 3.4 shows that oxygen atoms diffuse into the Al substrate to form an amorphous
oxide scale, where the average number of oxygen atoms in each layer is plotted as a function of
the distance of the layer along z direction at t=4.420, 2.862, and 2.524 ns. The oxygen number
density profile is defined as the average number density of oxygen atoms in a slice having width
4 Å parallel to the z direction. We observe that the number density of the oxygen atoms, in the
oxide scale region, becomes wider along the z-direction as a function of time, which is related to
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oxidized thickness of the Al substrate. There is no significant differences in the oxygen number
densities at the oxide scale. For the three different molecular oxygen densities (10, 20, and 40
times of the normal state), the same oxide thickness (51 Å) forms at times 4.420, 2.862, and
2.524 ns, respectively.

Figure 3.4 Oxygen number density as a function of distance along z direction for
molecular oxygen density = 10, 20 and 40 times the normal state at t = 4.420, 2.862,
and 2.524 ns, respectively.

Figure 3.5 shows the oxide thickness as a function of time, at molecular oxygen density
40 times the normal state. Initially, at time t ≅ 0.3 ns, we see a rapid growth in the oxide
thickness layer, where the rate of oxidation increases with time, whereas, in the later time, the
growth rate decreases. In other words, the oxidation rate decreases as the thickness of the oxide
layer increases. This total movement of Al and O atoms corresponds to the total growth of the
amorphous oxide scale thickness around 51 Å shown at 2.524 ps in Figure 3.5. We observe stepwise (2.3 Å) growth behavior, which may be related to discrete lattice structure of crystalline Al
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(111). The regime of fast initial oxide-scale growth is followed by a second stage of much
slower but continuing oxide-scale growth, with oxide-scale thickness reaching the value 5.1 nm
at 2,524 ps. No plateau in the growth curve is observed but oxide-scale growth continues. The
oxide scale growth rate decreases with increasing exposure time, reaching a much slower, but
continuing oxidation.

Figure 3.5 Oxidation thickness at molecular oxygen density 40 times the normal state as a
function of time.

In the process of oxidation, metal ions migrate outward, penetrating through the oxide
scale, from the metal slab to the oxide layer surface. On the other hand, the oxygen ions migrate
in the opposite direction to form the oxide scale. These diffusion processes are shown as a
function of time in Figure 3.6, at molecular oxygen density 40 times that of the normal state.
Figure 3.6 shows that the growth of the oxide is governed primarily by the diffusion of both
aluminum and oxygen atoms. Detailed analysis of local stresses shows that the oxygen atoms
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are under negative pressure in the oxide scale [8, 65], while the aluminum atoms are under
positive pressure inside the metal. This stress gradient causes rapid movement of oxygen atoms
into the interior of the oxide scale and prompts the aluminum atoms to diffuse rapidly outward to
the oxide scale. At times t ≅ 2,500 ps, 70% of the oxide growth (35 Å) can be attributed to the
inward diffusion of oxygen atoms, while 30% of the growth ( ≅ 15 Å) is due to the outward
diffusion of aluminum atoms. The resulting distribution in Figure 3.6 shows the diffusion of
aluminum and oxygen atoms. Oxygen atoms are more mobile in the oxide scale and aluminum
atoms transport through the oxide scale. We conclude that the inward diffusion of oxygen atoms
along the oxide scale as being the dominant transport process in the Al-oxide scale growth. Both
metal and oxygen atoms are mobile in the oxide scale, with each species migrating to the
opposite boundary of the scale thus enlarging the thickness of the oxide scale.

Figure 3.6 The inner and outer oxide extents in the z direction as a function of time.
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At the metal-gas interface, oxygen molecules, traveling from the gas phase, collide with
the metal surface.

According to the kinetic gas theory, the collision rate depends on the

molecular oxygen pressure, Eq. [1.1]. Oxidation at high molecular oxygen pressures produces a
substantial acceleration in the oxide-growth rate. For thicker films, the reaction (oxidation) rate
apparently increases with the increased oxygen consumption. Figure 3.7 shows the total number
of consumed oxygen atoms as a function of time, for molecular oxygen densities ( =10, 20, and
40 times the normal state) for the first 700 ps, when 14,926, 16,808, and 18,596 oxygen atoms
were consumed, respectively. The observed differences come primarily from the initial stage,
with the parabolic stage being essentially pressure independent.

Figure 3.7 Total oxygen consumption as a function of simulation time at molecular
oxygen density 10, 20, and 40 times the normal state.

We have also calculated the oxygen density profiles along the z-direction in order to
determine the corresponding oxide thickness as a function of time. Those are shown in Figure
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3.8. As one can see, the thickness of oxide scale increases to 30, 34, 35.5 Å during the first 700
ps, at molecular oxygen densities 10, 20, and 40 times the normal state (see Figure 3.8),
respectively. Concentration of oxygen molecules is higher at higher pressures. Thus, there is
more oxygen available to impinge to the Al surface and thereafter to diffuse into the Al (111)
substrate. Oxide grows fast at high pressure. This result comes from the initial stage. We find
that there is a strong correlation between the oxygen consumption (Figure 3.7) and the oxidation
thickness. Thus, thickness of oxide increases as more oxygen atoms are consumed. The oxide
thickness becomes thicker at shorter time for higher molecular oxygen densities and the oxide
growth rate initially increases rapidly with the oxygen molecular pressure.

Figure 3.8 Thickness of the oxide scale along the z direction as a function of time.

We performed simulation runs, maintaining the oxygen molecular densities, 10-40 times
of the normal state, above the Al (111) surface. Every 100 time step, we check the oxygen
density. If this number is less than the given density, then oxygen molecules are added into the
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region above Al surface to maintain constant molecular oxygen density. As the oxide layer
grows thicker and oxygen molecules are consumed, the oxygen atoms must diffuse through the
thicker oxide scale and oxide interface moves deeper into the Al substrate during oxidation.
Figure 3.9 shows the rate and change in the number of added oxygen atoms into the system, at
every 10 ps up to 700 ps. Initially, the numbers of added oxygen into the system are 442, 792,
and 1364 at oxygen molecular density 10, 20, and 40 times normal state, respectively. Thus,
initially the oxygen consumption is higher for higher oxygen molecular density which is why the
number of added oxygen into the system is relatively high compared with the other oxygen
molecular densities. The number of added oxygen atoms decreases with increasing simulation
time for each of three different oxygen molecular density. After 200 ps, the oxidation rate
becomes much slower and fluctuates around the same value at each oxygen molecular density. It
can be concluded that oxidation thickness differences come from the initial stage of oxidation.

Figure 3.9 The number of added oxygen atoms into the system as a function of simulation
time at molecular oxygen density 10, 20, and 40 times the normal state.
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3.4 Results-Structure of The Oxide
We study the structural correlations in the oxide scale, through the analysis of pairdistribution functions, coordination numbers, and bond-angle distributions, at three different
molecular oxygen densities 10, 20, 40 times the normal state. To study the depth-dependence of
the structural correlations, we divide the oxide scale into three different regions, where region I
is the interface with oxygen (z=80-66.6 Å), region II is the oxide interior (central region)
(z=66.6-53.3 Å), and region III is the metal-oxide interface (z=53.3-40 Å). The central region is
effectively electrically neutral, whereas the zones near the interface are not.
Figure 3.10 shows the Al-O partial pair-distribution function, at density 40 times the
normal state, shown for the three regions in oxide scale. The position of the first strong peak is
at r=1.82 Å in the metal-oxide interface, which corresponds to the Al-O bond length. There is no
significant difference at the position of the first peak for the Al-O pair (1.82 Å) at different
depths. The first strong peak in each region implies that the nearest neighbors distance have
similar structure in region I-III. In contrast, in the case of Al-Al and O-O partial pair-distribution
functions, we observe significant shifts in the peak positions in three region at different depths.
Second strong peak, second nearest neighbor distance, appears around at 3.55 Å which indicate
that region III possesses more ordered structure beyond the region of the nearest neighbor
distance.
Integration over the first peak (up to 2.5 Å, at which there is the first minimum of the AlO pair distribution function) gives the Al coordination to be 4.4 in the oxide scale region (40-80
Å). We note that the coordination number in amorphous alumina is four and six for tetrahedral
and octahedral structures, respectively.
different regions.

We also calculate the Al coordination number in

In region III, the coordination number for Al is 3.9.

In region II, the

coordination number is 4.6, and in region I, the coordination number is 5. The coordination
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number of Al thus increases from 3.9 to 5 as a function of z coordinate in the oxide scale. Thus,
passing through the oxide from the metal-oxide interface to the oxide-environment, Al and O
densities in the oxide scale vary.

Figure 3.10 Pair-distribution function for Al-O, in three shells of oxide region, in z
direction is shown at molecular oxygen 40 times the normal state at 2,524 ns.

We calculate the bond angle distribution with Al-O, Al-Al, O-O cutoff distances of 2.2,
3.25, 3.4 Å, respectively. The Al-O-Al bond angle distribution has a broad peak at around 109

o

in Figure 3.11, thus, corresponds to a tetrahedral structure. The Al-O-Al bond angles shift
toward smaller angles in the oxide scale based on change of aluminum and oxygen densities
along z direction. As a comparison, experimental Al-O-Al angles are 84.76, 93.61, 120.38 and
132.19 at 300 K in the crystalline -alumina.
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Figure 3.11 Al-O-Al bond-angle distribution in three shells of oxide region in z direction
at molecular oxygen 40 times the normal state at 2.524 ns.

We calculate Al-O partial pair-distribution function, at the three different molecular
oxygen densities, 10, 20, and 40 times the normal state in Figure 3.12. It shows that the position
of the first strong peak of Al-O is 1.82 Å. There are no significant differences in the first strong
peak among these three molecular oxygen densities. The total Al coordination numbers (up to
2.5 Å) are 4.4, at three different molecular oxygen densities in the oxide scale from 40 Å to 80
Å. We also calculate Al coordination number at the three region from region III to region I for
each three molecular oxygen densities.

The region III, it was observed that coordination

numbers for Al of 3.9 atoms remain unchanged for three different molecular oxygen densities.
In region II, however, coordination numbers are 4.6, 4.4, and 4.4, and in region I, coordination
numbers are 5, 4.9, and 4.9 at molecular oxygen densities 10, 20, and 40 times of the normal
state.
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Figure 3.12 Pair-distribution function for Al-O for molecular oxygen density 10, 20 and
40 times the normal state at 4.420, 2.862, and 2.524 ns.

Figure 3.13 shows the bond angle distribution calculated for Al-O-Al in oxide scale (4080 Å), at three different molecular oxygen density. The angle distributions for Al-O-Al are

Figure 3.13 Bond-angle distribution for Al-O-Al for molecular oxygen density 10, 20 and
40 times the normal state at 4.420, 2.862, and 2.524 ns.
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peaked at around 110 o . The broad peaks for densities 20 and 40 times normal state have the
same structure. At molecular oxygen density 10 times normal state, there is a sharp peak which
o

indicated more ordered structure (the bond angles in an ideal tetrahedron are 109.4 ).
We calculate the average mass density in the oxide scale (40-80 Å) along the z-direction
(n Al = 0.044 Å −3 , 0.044 Å −3 , 0.044 Å −3 , and n O = 0.052 Å −3 , 0.051 Å −3 , 0.052 Å −3 ) at the
molecular densities 10, 20, and 40 times that of the normal state, respectively. We find that the
Al/O (2/3) ratio is given by 0.0042/0.0052, which is slightly larger than (2/3). So the amorphous
oxide scale is richer in Al atoms than in oxygen atoms. Therefore, the oxide does not have the
expected stoichiometry of amorphous Al 2 O 3 . The average mass density of oxide scale (40-80
Å) for these three molecular oxygen density is around 3.35 g cm 3 .
3.5 Summary
Parallel Molecular-Dynamics simulations of the oxidation of the (111) surface of
aluminum were studied for varying densities of molecular oxygen: 10, 20, and 40 times that of
the normal state (1 atm and 300 K). Each simulation was run until 27590 oxygen atoms were
consumed. Simulated times for the three oxygen densities were 4.42 ns, 2.862 ns and 2.524 ns
respectively, indicating that oxidation occurred more rapidly for higher densities. The results
show that the initial rate of oxidation of an aluminum (111) increases with the density of
molecular oxygen, but oxidation rate decreases as the thickness of oxide scale increases. So we
conclude that the growth rate depends on the molecular oxygen densities as well as time of
exposures. The initial oxidation is found to be dependent of molecular oxygen densities. In
other words, marked differences in the growth oxide scale exist in the early stages of oxidation in
the oxide scale. It was observed that higher and longer exposures of the molecular oxygen give
thicker oxidation scales. Structural correlations have a significant dependence on the depth. The
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structure of the stable amorphous oxide scale does not significantly dependent on the molecular
oxygen densities.
Oxygen molecules (O 2 ) striking on the Al surface during oxidation sticks and converts to
oxide-scale. Oxidation of Al rate will therefore depends on molecular oxygen partial pressure in
the environment above the Al surface. The densities of oxygen molecules pressure in the
systems remained constant with time during simulations. The amount of oxide in the scale
would be dependent on consumption of oxygen.
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CHAPTER 4

PARALLEL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF REACTIVE WETTING IN
METAL/CERAMIC SYSTEMS

In this chapter, we discuss the reactive wetting of a flat alumina ( -Al 2 O 3 ) surface by
the aluminum (Al) droplet, using parallelized version of the variable charge molecular dynamics
method, which allows for a dynamical determination of charge on each atom, using the criteria
of electronegativity equalization.

The main purpose of this study is to assess the current

understanding of the relationships between the heat propagation and the chemical reactions in
reactive wetting of the Al droplet on the

-Al 2 O 3 substrate. Basic understanding of heat

transfer in the reactive wetting requires knowledge of a microscopic details of the process. The
understanding of reactive wetting could help us to provide principles for optimum selection and
processing of metal-ceramic composites for current and future applications, or point to important
experiments and/or theories which need to be developed for further advancement in this area. In
the case of reactive wetting, this knowledge is not readily accessible by experimental means (and
the problem is too complex to be treated by analytical theories). In the present work, we study
heat transfer, resulting from the chemical reaction in reactive wetting at the interface between
Al/ -Al 2 O 3 via molecular dynamic simulations. Reliable and realistic interatomic potential,
with the variable-charge (ES+model) methodology incorporated, also allows us to simulate the
wetting of droplets of Al on

-Al 2 O 3 . The availability of microscopic information coming

from the MD simulations will make it possible to directly calculate heat transfer, structural
correlation, etc in the systems Al/ -Al 2 O 3 .
The main objectives of the present study are as follow:
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1. To investigate the heat transfer in the reactive wetting through the metal (Al)/ the
ceramic ( -Al 2 O 3 ) interface;
2. To understand the role of contact phenomena in the phase change transfer and obtain
the microscopic picture.
3. To study heat transfer as a function of time and as a function of the droplet shape;
4. To investigate the variation in the contact angle as a function of time;
5. To study the atomic structure in the regions near the Al/ -Al 2 O 3 interface.
4.1 Contact Angle Interface at Interface, Dupre's Equation
Chemical reaction or interface free energy at metal/ceramic interfaces is normally treated
within the framework of equilibrium thermodynamics, where the possible reactions are
determined from the equilibrium thermodynamics data, available for various reactions as a
function of temperature, pressure, and the other parameters affecting the chemical reaction rates.

Droplet
(liquid)

Alumina ( -Al 2 O 3 ) Substrate
Solid

Figure 4.1 A spherical nanoscale Al droplet over a flat
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-Al 2 O 3 substrate.

In terms of the interface stability, the most important quantity is the work of adhesion or
the so called wetting of angle. When a small liquid droplet is put in contact with a flat solid
surface and the liquid reaches thermodynamic equilibrium with a rigid solid substrate, where
three bodies are in contact, solid, liquid, and gas (or one solid and two liquid), the surface
energies of the solid-liquid, solid-gas, and liquid-gas interfaces have a certain interface free
energy per unit area,
the

SL

,

SV

, and

LV

, respectively. Schematically the Al spherical droplet on

-Al 2 O 3 surface is shown in Figure (4.1).

The theoretical description of wetting is

provided by the Young equation, which is obtained within the perfectly rigid and undeformable
substrate approximation. The Young equation is derived under approximation of mechanical
equilibrium, assuming that the three surface-tension forces, shown in Figure 4.1, act on the triple
line parallel to the solid surface, where all three bodies meet, and summation of force component
must be zero at equilibrium. The Young equation connect angles and reads [66-70]
cos =

SV

−

SL

(4.1)

LV

where angle

is the contact angle between the surface of the liquid and the plane surface of the

solid.
The liquid droplet wets the surface of the substrate and the contact angle is established.
There are three possible scenario for wetting i) complete wetting, where
wetting, where
contact angle

is smaller than 90 0 , iii) non-wetting where

is 90 0 , ii) partial

is greater than 90 0 [26, 70]. The

characterizes the degree of wettability of a given substrate by a given metal.

The smaller contact angle corresponds to better wetting of the substrate.
Wetting experiments are practically the only way to study interface thermodynamics in
metal-ceramics systems. The contact angle is a directly observable parameter. The most widely
used experimental method for contact angle measurement is a sessile drop method. In the sessile
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drop method the contact angle is directly measured using a microscope, when a small liquid
droplet is brought into contact with a flat, solid surface. For small drops, the contact angle can
also be obtained from the height of the drop.
To obtain the information, Young's equation is usually combined with Dupre's equation
for the "work of adhesion" of a liquid on a solid. The driving force for the formation of a
metal/ceramic interface is the decrease in the free energy that occurs when contact is established
between the metal and ceramic surface. The energy change per unit area ∆ G is identical to the
work of adhesion Wad , defined as the work required to separate a unit area of interface into the
two free original surfaces. The Dupre equation reads [26, 70]:
Wad =
Here,

m

and

c

+

m

c

−

mc

.

(4.2)

are the surface energies of the metal and ceramic, respectively, and

metal/ceramic interfacial energy. The metal/ceramic interfacial energy

mc

mc

is the

decreases as the work

of adhesion Wad increases. Therefore, improving the bonding between the metal and ceramic
(increasing Wad ) results in an interfacial energy decrease. Combining Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the
Young-Dupre equation can be written as:
Wad =

m

(4.3)

(1+ cos )

where the liquid surface energy,

m

, is known from a separate experiment, within the same study

of reactive wetting. These equations show that wetting of the ceramic substrate occurs when
<90 0 and complete spreading of the droplet occurs as
To define the surface tension at the interface,

approaches 0 0 .
, a system is considered consisting of two

phases, A (liquid) and B (vapor), having a contact along the planar interface. The change in the
internal energy of the two systems of two different phases in equilibrium is
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c

dE = TdS − PdV + ∑ idN i + dA

(4.4)

i=1

where T is the temperature, S is the entropy, V is the volume, P is the pressure,

i

is the

chemical potentials N i is the amount of species i, c is the number of components, and A is the
planar interface area.
Interface energy of the system at the A and B interface is defined as [66]
=

 E
.
 A  S,V,N i

(4.5)

It is defined as the increase in the internal energy of the entire system per unit increase in
the interface area at constant S, V, and N i .
4.2 Simulation of Reactive Wetting and Schedule of Simulation
The structure of

-Al 2 O 3 consists of close-packed planes of oxygen ions stacked in the

sequence ABAB…; these planes are perpendicular to the [0001] direction, with the aluminum
ions occupying two thirds of the octahedrally coordinated positions between the oxygen layers.
To differentiate between the oxygen and aluminum planes, we use capital stacking letters for
oxygen, and small ones for aluminum. In each Al layer there are three different vacancy
positions with respect to the oxygen sub-lattice, marked a, b, c. Therefore we get three different
types of Al layer a, b, and c, and the stacking sequence for Al of the type "abcabc". Here A and
B denote the stacking types of oxygen layers and a layer composed of octahedral interstitial sites
between the oxygen planes corresponding to the stacking letter C. All aluminum layers are, thus,
in stacking type "c". This gives the complete stacking sequence of anion and cations layers of
the form A-a-B-b-A-c-B-a-A-b-B-c-A. This sequence is only reproduced after the sixth oxygen
layer, or after the sequence a-b-c is repeated twice. The structure of

-Al 2 O 3 results in

coordination numbers of 6 and 4 for the cation and anion, respectively [71, 72].
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The initial configuration for reactive wetting simulation is illustrated in Figure 4.2. We
simulate an

-Al 2 O 3 slab of dimension 56.9 Å, 57.5 Å and 52.1 Å in the x, y, and z direction

respectively, in which the total number of atoms is 20,160. The

-Al 2 O 3 slab is placed at 8.2 Å

in the simulation box of heights 90 Å (spherical case), 80 Å (cylindrical case), and 84 Å (flat
case) in the z direction, to create free surfaces at the top and the bottom in the z direction. The
gap (vacuum) of z=0-8.27 Å and z= 84.38-90 Å is added for the spherical Al droplet on both
sides in the direction perpendicular to the interface (the z direction), so that droplet atoms near
the ceramic interface do not interact with the bottom of the ceramic layer, hence it acts like a
semi infinite bulk system. In other words, the droplet atoms do not interact with the bottom of
the rigid substrate. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x and y directions. First, in
the initial setup, the system is thermalized in the following way: if the kinetic energy of an atom
in the system becomes greater than 200 K, it is scaled by a factor of 0.5. This thermalization is
done for 2000 time steps, with the atomic charges being relaxed at every time step during 2 ps.
Subsequently, the kinetic energy of all atoms in the system are scaled to 0 K, every 10th time
step, by relaxing charges, and this is repeated for 2500 time steps.
Reactive wetting simulations are performed by instantaneously placing either: i) a
spherical Al droplet (diameter ~23 Å, 551 atoms) or ii) a cylindrical Al droplet (diameter ~15.6
Å, 706 atoms), iii) a flat Al droplet (height ~15.5 Å, 3069 atoms), 1.4 Å above the top of

-

Al 2 O 3 surface in the z direction. Microcanonical (NVE) MD simulation is performed. Longrange Coulomb interactions are treated with Ewald's summation method. The equations of
motion are integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step of 1 fs. The total
energy of the system is conserved to better than 1 part in 10 2 , over the entire simulation of 8.5
ps. New atomic charges are calculated at every time step by minimizing the electrostatic energy.
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z = 90 Å

Al

-Al 2 O 3
Substrate

y = 57.5 Å

x = 56.9 Å
Figure 4.2 Schematic, illustrating the geometry of the system. PBC are applied in the x
and y direction.

4.3. Results on Spherical Nano Droplet
We used the MD method to study the nature of heat transfer, at the atomic scale, during
the reactive wetting between the metal (Al) droplet and the flat ceramic ( -Al 2 O 3 ) surface. The
mechanism of heat transform in the reactive wetting region of the Al droplet on the

-Al 2 O 3

substrate is investigated on the basis of a density profile along the z direction, where interfacial
chemical reactions cause the release of heat from interface. Figure 4.3 shows the time evolution
of the droplet shape, and the temperature distribution along the droplet and the substrate. When
the droplet of Al is instantaneously placed on the surface of
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-Al 2 O 3 , the droplet begins to wet

the ceramic. Initially, oxygen atoms from the

-Al 2 O 3 substrates start to diffuse into molten Al

and to oxidize the droplet. Then, the droplet forms a solder joint with the ceramic substrate.
Diffusion length of oxygen atoms to the Al spherical droplet is ~7.3 Å, far from the initial top
most oxygen layer of the flat bulk

-Al 2 O 3 substrate along the z direction. Finally, the droplet

forms a solder joint with the ceramic substrate.
Dynamic charge transfer between the anions and cations, associated with the diffusion of
oxygen atoms and the growth of the solder joint layer in the liquid droplet, is shown in Figure
4.4. Charge transfer occurs between Al, in the droplet, and O atoms diffused from the substrate
to the interface and cause ionic bonding between Al and O atoms to form a solder joint. The
magnitudes of the atomic charges are reduced near the reactive region, where the two materials
join, compared to bulk values. Atoms arrange their charges in the reactive region based on the
minimization criteria to the total electrostatic energy, with total charge in the system maintained
at zero.
The chemical process of reactive wetting of Al/ - Al 2 O 3 is highly exothermic. Figure
4.3 shows a rapid chemical reaction occurring at the initial stage of the simulation. A reaction
site initially forms around the contact point between the droplet and the substrate, its growth is
controlled by the diffusion of both Al and O atoms. The driving force causes very rapid
spreading of the droplet to balance the interfacial tension within the droplet. The heat transfer
across the surface directly affects the fluidity of the Al droplet, which grows with increasing
temperature, resulting in an increase of the interfacial contact between Al and
Consequently, the Al droplet spreads over the flat
Al on

-Al 2 O 3 .

-Al 2 O 3 substrate and the contact angle of

-Al 2 O 3 decreases as a function of time in this stage. The rate of diffusion and the rate

of chemical reaction decreases with time as the Al droplet spreads to form a hemispherical cap as
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3 Snapshots of the evolution of temperature during the reactive wetting of the Al
spherical droplet on the -Al 2 O 3 surface at (a) 0.1 ps, at (b) 0.5 ps, and at (c) 8.5 ps.
The larger spheres correspond to oxygen atoms and smaller spheres to aluminum atoms.
Color represents the sign and magnitude of kinetic energies of the atoms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4 Snapshots of the evolution of charges during the reactive wetting of the
spherical Al droplet on the -Al 2 O 3 surface at (a) 0.1 ps, at (b) 0.5 ps, and at (c) 8.5 ps.
The larger spheres correspond to oxygen atoms and smaller spheres to aluminum atoms.
Color of atoms represents the sign and magnitude of charges.
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shown in Figure 4.3 c at 8.5 ps. Finally, the continuous layer of the reaction products forms at
the interface. The continuous layer of the reaction products could be a more stable ceramic
compound during the chemical reaction, which would diminish wettability.
Figure 4.5 shows the initial position of the flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate (z=8.27-59.26 Å) and

the spherical Al droplet (z=60.67-84.38 Å). The evolution of the temperature distribution profile
is calculated with 4 Å bin size along the z direction within the droplet and substrate, during
wetting. The Al droplet and the -Al 2 O 3 substrate are both initially T=0 K, and the interface is
initially located at ~ 61 Å. As the droplet begins to wet with the substrate, massive heat is
released, which is seen as an increase in temperature at the interface in Figure 4.5. This produces
a sharp peak at the surface in the temperature profile, around the contact between the droplet and
the substrate at z=61 Å. The heat thus propagates from the reaction site, at the interface, to the
droplet and the substrate during wetting. The chemical reaction is initially quite rapid which
develops intense heat at the interface where there is a sharp peak in temperature at 1 ps. The
temperature then decreases as a function of time in Figure 4.5. The heat transfers more rapidly
to the droplet than to the substrate. This is understandable because the thermal conductivity of
aluminum is higher than that of alumina. Consequently, temperature becomes higher within the
Al droplet than in the substrate. The spherical droplet at 1 ps is in the molten state since
temperature of the droplet 1,200 K is higher than the Al experimental melting point 930 K.
Therefore the heat transfer causes a phase change in the Al droplet from the solid to the molten
state.
In calorimetric experiments, rapid heat evolution completes in 5-10 minutes, which is
followed by a slow evolution of heat that continues over several hours. In our simulation when
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Figure 4.5 Time evolution of temperature distribution at the interface (spherical droplet
(Al)/substrate (Al 2 O 3 )) along the z direction as a function of simulation time.

Al is placed on the

-Al 2 O 3 at 0 K, there is a rapid initial heat transfer and a highly exothermic

reaction at the interface, which eventually subsides.
Figure 4.6 shows the evolution of temperature of oxygen atoms during the reactive
wetting at 0.5 ps and 5.5 ps and also gives an idea about how oxygen atoms affect wetting and
adhesion of the Al droplet on the flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate. Oxygen atoms from the

-Al 2 O 3

substrates initially diffuse rapidly into molten Al and oxidize the Al droplet to create adhesion to
the substrate. The temperature of diffused oxygen atoms is initially higher than the temperature
of the bulk substrate. Finally, the oxygen-rich interface is formed during the reactive wetting
beneath the Al droplet at the Al droplet/ -Al 2 O 3 interface. Diffusion of oxygen atoms from the
flat bulk

-Al 2 O 3 substrate to the Al droplet is responsible for the formation of the oxygen-rich

interface at the Al droplet/ -Al 2 O 3 interface, since the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6 Snapshots of the evolution of diffusion of oxygen atoms and their temperature
during the reactive wetting of the Al spherical droplet on the -Al 2 O 3 surface at (a) 0.5
ps, and at (b) 5.5 ps. The spheres correspond to oxygen atoms and color represents the
sign and magnitude of temperature of an atom.
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diffusibility limit of oxygen atoms in the Al droplet is very limited and decreases drastically with
time. So oxygen atoms, near the interface, bring about wetting adhesion of the Al droplet on

-

Al 2 O 3 . The droplet Al/ -Al 2 O 3 substrate interface area also increases during the reactive
wetting of the Al on

-Al 2 O 3 .

The number density profile is defined as the average number density of particles in a slice
of width parallel to the x and y surface and perpendicular z direction and centered around ∆z.
The simulation cell is divided into equal layers (bins) parallel to the interface. The expression
for the number density profile is
(z) =

NZ
Lx Ly ∆z

(4.6)

where L x and L y are the x and y dimensions of the MD simulation box, respectively. z is
perpendicular to the interface, ∆z is the bin width, and N Z is the number of particles between z∆z/2 and z+ ∆z/2 at time t.
Figure 4.7 shows the profile of oxygen atoms number density along the z direction as a
function of time. The bin size, ∆z, is 1.3 Å. Initially, the topmost oxygen layer of the substrate
along the z direction is located around 59.2 Å. At the final stage of the reactive wetting (8.5 ps),
the oxygen atoms number density is decreased from the initial value above 50 Å in the bulk
substrate near the interface. This shows that oxygen atoms near the interface (within 10 Å)
contribute to the wetting to form a continuous oxide layer. The top most position of the diffused
oxygen atoms from the flat

-Al 2 O 3 surface to the Al spherical drop is 66.5 Å. In particular,

Figure 4.7 shows that decay of number density of oxygen atoms profile along z direction is
related to mass transport at the interface. Figure 4.7 shows the number density profile, where
oxygen atoms near the interface of the

-Al 2 O 3 substrate move to the Al droplet and participate
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7 Oxygen number density profile along the z direction at (a) t=0.5 ps, at (b),
t=8.5 ps, and at (c) differences between (b)-(a).
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in the chemical bonding. So oxygen atoms leave the ordered layers from the ceramic substrate to
the Al droplet and reside between the droplet and substrate. The diffusion of oxygen atoms
clearly shows that the substrate near liquid differs from the bulk of

-alumina.

The contact angles of the Al droplet are measured directly from the change of the shape
of the Al drops from the image of snapshot in Figure 4.8, through the reactive wetting process
over time. Figure 4.9 shows that the contact angles are measured with their accuracy (error bar)
of the spherical Al droplet on the flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate as a function of time. The contact

angle decreases with time from 145 0 to 47 0 . There is a sharp decrease in the wetting angle
around t=1.6 ps. The wetting condition ( Θ < 90 0 ) occurred after 1.5 ps later. The Young's
equations are well understood from a macroscopic point of view, but the Young's equations
cannot tell us about wetting at microscopic level.

So the situation is not so obvious at

microscopic level.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8 Perspective view of wedge showing evolution of the contact angle between the
Al spherical droplet and the flat -Al 2 O 3 substrate as a function of time at (a) 0.1 ps, (b)
0.8 ps, and (c) 4.8 ps.
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Figure 4.9 Time variation of the contact angles of the Al spherical as a function of time
on the flat -Al 2 O 3 substrate.

Structural correlation for Al-O pair, bond angle distributions for Al-O-Al and O-Al-O
atoms and coordination number for Al-O pairs near the interface direction are investigated for
the shape of Al spherical droplet. Figure 4.10 shows partial pair distribution function for Al-O
pairs in the region (z=48-84 Å), which corresponds to the reaction products. The calculated
positions of the first peak (the first nearest neighbor) and the second strong peak (the second
nearest neighbor) are 1.83 Å and 3.55 Å, respectively.
We now study structural change around the wetting triple line. We have also calculated
the coordination number for Al-O pairs (integration up to 2.8 Å corresponding to the first
minimum of the Al-O pair distribution function). The Al coordination number is 5.2 in the
region z=48-84 Å. Coordination numbers at the region z=48-60 Å and z=60-72 Å along z
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direction are 6 which is

-Al 2 O 3 crystal value and 2 atoms, respectively. The coordination

number of Al with oxygen decreases in the Al drop.

Figure 4.10 Al-O pair-distribution function at 8.5 ps in the region (z=48-84 Å).

Figure 4.11 shows Al-O-Al and O-Al-O bond angle distribution at 8.5 ps. The angle
distribution calculated with Al-O, Al-Al, and O-O cutoff distances are 2.8, 3.9, and 3.4 Å,
respectively. The peaks in the Al-O-Al bond angle distribution are at 80 o , 120 o , and 135 o .
The O-Al-O distribution has sharp peaks at 88 o and 105 o . The bond angles for Al-O-Al and OAl-O for crystalline

-Al 2 O 3 are Al-O-Al: 84.76 o , 93.61 o , 120.38 o , and 132.19 o ; O-Al-O:

79.53 o , 86.4 o , 101.2 o , and 164.13 o .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 at (a) Al-O-Al and at (b) O-Al-O bond-angle distributions at 8.5 ps in the
region (z=48-84 Å).
4.4 Effect of The Shape of Droplet, Cylindrical and Flat
We also studied different shapes of droplets: cylindrical droplet and flat droplet. The Al
cylindrical droplet over the same substrate used in the spherical Al droplet simulation is shown
in Figure 4.12. Heat is released in a very narrow region, where the cylindrical Al droplet and the
flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate join.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 Snapshots during the reactive wetting of the cylindrical Al droplet on the Al 2 O 3 surface at (a) 0.1 ps and at (b) 0.5 ps. The larger spheres correspond to oxygen
atoms and smaller spheres to aluminum atoms. Color represents the sign and magnitude
of temperature on the atoms.
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The reactive wetting of the Al drop metals on the ceramic
accompanied by chemical reactions between the Al droplet and the ceramic

-Al 2 O 3 substrate is
-Al 2 O 3 substrate

Figure 4.13 Time evolution of temperature distribution at the interface for the cylindrical
droplet Al over the substrate Al 2 O 3 , along the z direction as a function of simulation
time.
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at the interface. In the cylindrical droplet, the total active interface area at the Al/ -Al 2 O 3
interface is increased, so that the number of atoms involved in the chemical reaction are larger
than the spherical Al droplet case. This provides a higher heat transfer from the surface to the
substrate and the droplet. The substrate temperature is higher in the cylindrical droplet case than
in the spherical droplet case at 5 ps as shown in Figure 4.13. Finally, the temperature in the flat
-Al 2 O 3 bulk substrate rises from T=0 K to 300 K at the end of the simulation, 6.5 ps.
We study the flat Al droplet on the same

-Al 2 O 3 substrate which was used in the

spherical and the cylindrical droplet simulations. The Al flat droplet corresponds to complete
wetting (i.e. Theta=0 0 ). Total number of Al atoms in the flat droplet is 3036, which is initially
placed at z=60.6-76.1 Å. The number of atoms involved in chemical reaction for the flat droplet
is the highest when compared to the spherical and the cylindrical droplets. All the interface for
the flat droplet becomes the reactive region for the reactive wetting. Chemical reaction occurs
across the interface which initially produces much larger heat. Heat transfer occurs along any
direction in which there is a temperature gradient. The heat transfer with the Al flat droplet on
the

-Al 2 O 3 substrate is shown in Figure 4.14. Heat is released from the interface as a result of

the interfacial chemical reactions at the interface. Initially at 0.5 ps, the temperature at the
interface increases to 3300 K, the experimental melting of Al and

-Al 2 O 3 are 930 K and 2053

K, respectively. The heat transfer can not be stopped completely, and finally equilibration is
expected for the system.
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Figure 4.14. Time evolution of temperature distribution at the interface along z direction
as a function of simulation time
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Figure 4.15 shows Al-O partial pair distribution function in the region (z=48-84 Å).
From the positions of the first peak in Figure 4.15, Al-O bond length, is found to be 1.92 Å. The
first peak position is slightly bigger than in the spherical Al droplet case. This shift in the first
peak position may be related to change of Al and O densities in the region (z=48-84 Å). The
corresponding coordination number (for Al-O pairs integration up to 2.5 Å corresponding to the
first minimum of the Al-O pair distribution function) for Al is 3.3 in the region z=48-84 Å.
Coordination numbers in the region z=48-60 Å and z=60-72 Å along z direction are 5 and 2.6
atoms, respectively. The coordination number of Al decreases in the Al drop, where oxygen
density is lower.

Figure 4.15 Al-O pair distribution function for Al flat droplet at 6.5 ps in the region
(z=48-84 Å).

Structural correlations, bond angle distributions and coordination number near the
interface direction (z = 48-84 Å) are also analyzed for the Al flat droplet. Figure 4.16 shows AlO-Al and O-Al-O bond angle distribution for Al flat droplet at the region near the interface at 6.5
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ps. There are two sharp peaks in Al-O-Al bond angle distribution: 75 o and 90 o . These results
are different from the spherical Al droplet case.
Al-O-Al bond angle distribution in Figure 4.16 shows that there are two sharp peaks 90

o

o

and 112 . To compare these result with the spherical Al droplet case, these peaks shift toward
bigger angles near the interface region, reflecting the increase in aluminum density. The two
peaks near the interface region indicate mixed octahedral, and tetrahedral configurations.

Figure 4.16 Al-O-Al and O-Al-O bond angle distributions for Al flat droplet at 6.5 ps in
the region (z=48-84 Å).
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4.5 Summary
Our simulation results show that the wetting reaction occurs at the interface between the
flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate and the Al drop, when they contact each other, where ionic bonds are

formed with noticeable charge transfer between Al atoms and O atoms. The chemical reactions
are the main source for producing heat in the reactive wetting.
transferred from the interface to the bulk

This heat of reaction is

-Al 2 O 3 ceramic and to the Al droplet. The heat

production and its transfer increases with increased contact area at the interface. As seen from
the temperature distribution along the z direction, Al is a better heat conductor at high
temperatures than

-Al 2 O 3 . Thermal conductivity of Al and

-Al 2 O 3 are 237 W/m-k and 40

W/m-k, respectively at 300 K. The chemical reaction rates are initially quite high at the interface
and then decrease with time. The Al droplet partially spreads over the flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate

where the continuous suboxide product layer forms.
Analysis of the profile of oxygen number density along the z direction shows that the top
most five oxygen atoms layers along the z direction in the bulk contribute to the wetting process
to form a continuous layer. The deepest oxygen atoms that diffuse from the initial flat

-Al 2 O 3

substrate to the Al droplet are around z=7.3 Å at 8.5 ps.
The reaction at the Al/

-Al 2 O 3 interface changes the nature of the interface and forms a

continuous and oxygen-rich reaction product layer. The oxygen-rich interface contributes to the
strong adhesion at the interface between the Al droplet and the flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate. This

layer is a stable ceramic compound, which eventually terminates wettability. In other words, in
the absence of any surface reactions, the surface energies and the resulting contact angles should
remain essentially constant (except for a slight temperature effect).
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Al/ -Al 2 O 3 interfacial reactions proceed quickly after physical contact between the
solid

-Al 2 O 3 substrate and the Al droplet.

The reaction products at the interface are

chemically stable, further reaction between droplet and substrate decreases with time, and finally
stops. The equilibrium wetting occurs in a short period of time 30 ps.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusions
In my study of the Al oxidation, the investigation focuses on the growth kinetics,
evolution of structure and mechanisms of the developing oxide scale on the Al (111) metal
surface. These quantities are investigated in terms of a single rate-determining mechanism,
which is the oxygen molecular density (varied in the range 10-40 times that of the normal state),
as a function of time.
Kinetic analysis of oxidation have shown that two different oxide-scale growth
regimes have been discriminated, for the oxide-scale growth on the Al substrate, at the oxygen
molecular density 10-40 times that of the normal state. The initial stage has very fast oxide-scale
growth, while the second stage oxide-scale growth is characterized by much slower growth than
in the initial stage. In other words, oxide-scale growth on the Al (111) metal substrate, at each
three different oxygen molecular densities proceeds in the initial stage with a very fast oxidation,
subsequently followed by drastic reduction of the oxide-scale growth rate. The regime of fast
initial oxide-scale growth is followed by a second stage, after 0.3 ns, much slower but continuing
oxide-scale growth, reaching an oxide-scale thickness of 5.1 nm, at three different time scale
4.42 ns, 2.86, ns and 2.54 ns, at each three oxygen densities: 10, 20, and 40 times that of the
normal state, respectively. When thick scales are formed, the oxide may obstruct the flow of
oxygen atoms to the metal/oxide interface which causes a decrease in the rate of reaction.
Finally, the growth rate slows down with time. No plateau (saturation) in the growth curve is
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observed, but oxide-scale growth continues. The initial oxide-scale growth rate rapidly increases
as a function of the oxygen molecular density as well as a function of time, then reaches a much
slower rate which is independent of the oxygen molecular density. Therefore, the saturation rate
of oxidation is found to be independent of the molecular oxygen densities.
The initial, as well as subsequent stage of oxide-scale growth, involves the absorption
and dissociation of oxygen on the Al(111) metal surface, associated with transport of cations and
anions through the developing oxide scale. Outward diffusion of aluminum atoms and the
inward diffusion of oxygen atoms results in correlated change in their respective atomic charges.
In other words, migration of aluminum and oxygen atoms cooperate with each other in the oxide
scale to maintain overall charge neutrality. As a result of these movements, an amorphous oxide
scale develops, that attains a limiting thickness at the interface of the aluminum metal slab.
The oxidation reaction involves dissociation of the oxygen molecule (O 2 ) followed by
reaction with aluminum atoms to form an amorphous oxide scale. This oxide scale formation
occurs very slowly at lower oxygen densities. The growth rate during oxidation at 40 times
normal density is higher than other growth rates at 10 and 20 times that of the normal state
density. Eventually, the oxide-scale growth rate increases with the increasing oxygen molecular
density for each three oxygen molecular densities. The oxygen molecular density is attributed to
the increase of impingement of the oxygen molecules on the metal surface, as density of oxygen
is increasing.

Therefore, the oxide growth rate increases with molecular oxygen pressure.

Concentration of oxygen molecules is higher at higher molecular oxygen densities. Thus, there
is more oxygen available to impinge into the Al (111) surface. Oxygen atoms are consumed
during the oxidation process. Consequently, we conclude that the rate of oxygen consumption
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governs the rate of oxide growth and there is a relation between consumption of oxygen atoms
and growth of oxide scale.
The oxide scales, formed at each different molecular oxygen densities, are predominantly
amorphous and described by a close packing of oxygen anions with the aluminum cations
distributed over fourfold (AlO 4 tetrahedral) and sixfold (AlO 6 octahedral) coordinated
aluminum sites. The structure of the oxide that grows on Al (111) at three different molecular
oxygen densities (10, 20, and 40 times that of the normal state density) are found to be similar at
4.42, 2.862, and 2.544 ns, respectively.
We can summarize our main results as follow :
1. Growth of Al oxide is controlled by the molecular oxygen densities.
2. The oxide-scale growth on the Al(111) substrate is reaching a limiting oxide-scale thickness,
with increasing molecular oxygen densities.
3. The growth rate slows down with time.
4. Amorphous oxide scale thickness increases with increasing pressure of oxygen molecules.
5. The composition and structure of the developing oxide scale strongly depends on oxidation
thickness.
6. Diffusion rates of Al atoms and oxygen atoms increase with pressure. During faster oxide
growth, oxygen and aluminum atoms diffuse faster.
7. Consumption rate of molecular oxygen (O 2 ) governs the rate of oxide growth.
This thesis presents the numerical investigation of the phenomena of reactive wetting.
Experimental studies of reactive wetting, i.e, the heat propagation through the Al/ -Al 2 O 3
internal interface are technically difficult to conduct, since the whole heat from the chemical
reaction is radiated at the surface.

The chemistry at these interfaces is complex with the
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interfacial width being often only a few lattice spacing, which is beyond the reach of current
experiments. Therefore, MD simulations of the reaction of the aluminum droplet on the flat
ceramic ( -Al 2 O 3 ) interfaces can serve as an important tool to understand and predict the heat
propagation inside droplet and substrate along the z-direction. Simulation may also provide
guidance for the experimental investigation of the reactive wetting. Variable charge (ES+model)
interatomic potential model provides us with all the necessary tools to simulate the reactive
wetting of the aluminum droplet on the

-Al 2 O 3 . This interatomic potential schemes include

the chemical bonding to model both metallic and ionic bonding across this interface. The
availability of the microscopic information from the MD simulation results makes it possible to
perform direct calculation including heat transfer, mass transfer, structural correlation, etc.
We investigated the number density of oxygen atoms (by counting the number of O
atoms in bin cells) with time, along the z direction. We found that some of the oxygen atoms
from the substrate diffused into the Al droplet and subsequently formed the solder joint layer
between the aluminum droplet and the substrate that developed with time. Oxygen atoms leave
the

-Al 2 O 3 substrate to partially oxidize in the aluminum droplet, in the surface region, where

there is a physical contact between the aluminum droplet and the

-Al 2 O 3 substrate. This

diffusion of oxygen atoms partially reduces the number density of oxygen atoms near the

-

Al 2 O 3 substrate surface with time.
The formation of the solder joint at the Al/ -Al 2 O 3 interface is associated with the
decrease in the atomic charges around the reactive region. In other words, oxygen atoms leave
the

-Al 2 O 3 substrate to partially oxidize Al in the droplet, and as a result, around the interface,

atomic charges become partially reduced. Significant atomic charge transfer in this reactive
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region is observed. Charge transfers between aluminum and oxygen atoms are such that local
charge neutrality in the neighborhood is maintained.
Metals are known to wet ceramics by chemical bond formation, where chemical reaction
occurs between the mating surfaces and the resultant chemical bonds are responsible for the
reactive wetting. We have studied the reaction between the Al droplet and the ceramic

-

Al 2 O 3 substrate at their interface. The main effect of interfacial chemical reactions on the
reactive wetting is to change the nature of interfaces. Finally, the interfacial reaction forms a
continuous reaction product layer at metal/ceramic interface.

Structural pair correlation

functions, bond angle distributions and coordination number around the reaction product are
investigated, for three different shape of Al droplet: spherical, cylindrical, and flat.
Heat transfer is investigated along the z-direction for three different shapes of Al droplet:
spherical, cylindrical, flat. At the Al/ -Al 2 O 3 interface, there is a transition from solid to liquid
phase in the Al droplet that changes structure of the substrate near the interface. Melting
transition in the Al droplet is directly related to the chemical reaction at the interface. This
chemical reactions initially produce intense heat flow in the physical contact region, and then
this heat propagates into both side across the interface. Near the interface region, temperature is
relatively high which causes the melting of the Al droplet. The heat release increases with
increased physical contact area for the Al spherical, cylindrical, and flat droplet, at the interface,
which also causes an increase in the temperature of the Al droplet and the flat

-Al 2 O 3

substrate.
5.2 Future Work
Reaction rates for the oxidation of many metals are usually a function of temperature,
oxygen pressure, elapsed time of reaction, and pretreatment of the metal. Molecular oxygen
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density is only one factor defining the reaction rates for the oxidation of metals. In the future
work, we will study other factors such as orientation of metals, temperature, pretreatment of
metals to obtain a comprehensive understanding of oxidation process and their mechanism.
Future work in the oxidation of Al (111) will involve structure investigation after the relaxation
of the oxide scale
We will study the Al droplet impact phenomena on the flat

-Al 2 O 3 substrate in the

reactive wetting process. Now, we are in a position to study the reactive wetting of Al droplet at
different temperature and bigger system size. We will investigate the size and the temperature
effect onto the reactive wetting.
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